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PREFACE

RAND's Center for the Study of the Teaching Profession has been
asked by Minnesota's Board of Teaching to help design an assessment
system to license teachers. In an etylier effort for the Board of Teach-
ing, RAND had proposed a new concept for the professimial licensing
of teachers (Arthur E. Wise and Linda Darling-Hammond, Licensing
Teachers. Design for a Teaching Profession, The RAND Corporatic n,
R-3576-CSTP, November 19e7). That concept is built on the normal
sequence of licensing common to most other professions. It proposes a
staged process for promoting and assessing teacher competence
academic training in the liberal arts and in specialized teaching
knowle-te, followed by a carefully constructed, well-supervised intern-
ship, which is completed before sitting for he second part of a two-
part licensure examination focused on teaching knowledge and skills.
Both the Board of Teaching and the Minnesota legislature endorsed
the concept, and the legislature directed the board to begin implemen-
tation.

This report presents proposed standards for teaching internship pro-
grams. The internship standards are int-nded to be embedded in a
tate's teacher licensing system. The year-long (paid) internship is

simultaneously the last year of formal teacher preparation, the first
year of (supervised) teaching, and one requirement for the unrestricted
teaching license. As en% isioned in Minnesota, an intern will have to
satisfactorily complete the internship before taking the final examina-
tion to receive a teaching license.

The report is intended to provide guidance to the Board of Teaching
and other teaching standards boards as well as colleges of education,
school districts, and others concerned with improving the practical
preparation of teachers. Though the internship described here is
meant to be part of a state's tea,..ier education and licensing system,
many of the report's recommendations should be of interest to anyone
interested in improving teaching.
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SUMMARY

In efforts to improve and "professionalize" teaching throughout the
past decade, states have made major changes in their rules governing
teacher preparation and licensure. Those changes include new exami-
nations, revisions to teacher education coursework, and renewed
interest in supervision and clinical training of new teachers. In this
context of change, the teaching profession is starting to confront the
question that virtually every other licensed profession has had to
answer: How can prospective teachers be transformed from students of
teaching into responsible practitioners, given the magnitude and com-
plexity of their task?

THE CASE FOR A SUPERVISED TEACHING
INTERNSHIP

The teaching profession is examining how a supervised clinical
training exps3riencean internshipmight be used to enrich candi-
dates' abilities and ensure their competence before they practice auton-
omously. In moving toward a paid, supervised internship, teaching is
following the lead of other professions, which have found that the
internship supplies the opportunity to apply knowledge, make deci-
sions, reflect on performance, and develop competence. Examinations
by themselves can test knowledge, but cannot ensure that a candidate
for licensure has or can acquire the skills to serve Aients competently
n a professional environment. An internship can help to provide this

assurance.

Rationale for a Teaching Interneb..p

Wriuej instruments for F ssessing teachet competence and skill can-
not capture fully the complexities of teaching knowledge and the
context-dependent nature of teaclang judgment. And ")ecause the
acqu-sition of teaching skill oepends so much oil developing judgment
in complex, nonroutine situations, competence cannot be fairly
assessed until after the prDspective tkacher has had an opportunity to
encounter and work through many of the common problems of teach-
ing practice.

It is reasonable to expect that these complex skills be acquired
before the license to teach iE granted. It is just as reasonable to expect,

v
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then, that the licensure process should twiuire both opportunities for
and evidence of learning these skills.

Other professionslike medicine, psychology, architecture, and
engineering have dohe just this. They require a candidate to undergo
a structured internship before being admitted to practice. Internship
provides training, it safeguards the public from unskilled, unsupervised
novices, and it gives guidance and support to beginning practitioners.
Professional internships are typically designed to be oriented more
toward assistance than assessment, more t, ward enhancing effective-
ness than screening.

In contrast, beginning teachers are generally left to "sink or swim"
in the first years of teaching. But it is known that the quality of this
experience has a profound effect on what kind of teacher a novice
turns out to be, and indeed whether he or she stays in the profession at
all.

The hiportence of Teaching Knowledge

In all the efforts to improve the quality of education, thr.1.e has been
ry little investment in preparing knowledgeable teachers. Teaching

chilthen means being prepared for complexity. Young students can
and do present remarkable variation in needs and style. But schools
don't traditionally present an open, supportive opportunity for new
teachers to develop and hone their professional skills. The typical
message to a new teacher is "figure it out yourself, do it all yourself,
and keep it to yourself." It is an unfortunate aspect of many teaching
environments that they lack the Lollegiality and consnsus about stan-
dards of practice that are such a fundamental part of other professions.
The reforms in teacher preparation are beginning to address this lack.

The Evolution of Professions

All the other professions have undergone the debate of first,
whether, and second, how to train their practitioners. They have
asked: Is there something special that practitioners need to know? If
so, what is it? And how can it best be learned? In finding the
answers, the professions have gradually defined educational require-
ments. They have also moved from old-fashioned one-cn-one appren-
ticeships to well defined, closely supervisedand mandatory
internships. They have accepted the notion that two forms of
traiLing didactic and chn:calcomplete different and complementary
parts of learning to practice.
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Structuring Professional Preparation and Assessment

Many professions have come to structure their preparation and
assessment for licensure in similar ways. Generally, formal university-
bas2d education (often followed by a test of basic knowledge) is com-
pleted prior to a structured internship. Successful completion of the
internship is a prerequisite to sitting for a test of clinical skills.

Internship programs are, on the whole, formal and structured.
Unstructured "apprenticeships" have largely disappeared. Defining the
content of an internship not only ensures that candidates receive expo-
sure to the full range of professional skills required, it also ensures fair-
rPss and equity in licensure. For the teaching profession, if tests of
performance are to be fair and reliable for all candidates, it is critical
to structure the internship program so that each candidate has equal
exposure to the concepts that will be tested. Current mentoring pro-
grams are too unstructi :ed to provide this assurance.

Standards for Teaching

Before it can structure any internship program, the teaching profes-

sion will have to define its standards for what teachers should know
and what they should be able to do :f they are to become effective prac-

titioners. In other words, what should a teaching licensure process
measure? The theuretical knowledge is important, as are techniques.
These can be taught in a university setting, and standardized tests can
measure them.

But teachers must also be able to apply their knowledge appropri-
ately in different contexts. This skill cannot be taught in university,
and a paper-and-pencil test or observation/tally instrument cannot
measure it. This is the role of an internship. How, then, should such
a program be designed?

The Design of a Teaching Internship

In univel,,ity, teachers should learn theory and technique. In in'..ern-
ship, they shuld learn to apply that knowledge with guidance, support,
and increasing it Aponsibility. The internsnip must be carefully struc-
tured to allow teachers to gain breadth of experience, reflect on their
performance, amass a repertoire of teaching strategies, and learn to
salve problems. A teaching internship would differ from current pro-
grams in a number of ways:

I. The intern would learn by doing and by modelins.
2. The intern would assume progressive degrees of responsibility.



3. The intern would receive regular supervision and guidance
from senior teachers.

4. The intern would be guarant,ted a specified range of experi-
ence.

Current beginning teacher programs focus too much on evaluation,
on preparing candidates for particular evaluation instruments. They
do not give the assistance needed in the critical transition from student
to teacher. They do not nurture skills of self-evaluation.

If teaching were to follow the lead of other prcfvssions, beginning
teachers would not be evaluated for licensure on the basis of on-the-job
observations. Instead, internship would be a separate step on the route
to the licensing examination. On-the-job evaluation poses problems of
fairness and validity. A one-classroom observation gives only the most
narrow source of information on the candidate's ability. The presence
of factors out of the new teacher's control make it most difficult to
fairly assess whether he or she has acquired good teaching skills.

The teaching profession needs to specify a set of educational goals
for all new teachers, and then design an internship program that will
provide all the experiences they will need if th,ly are to reach those
goals.

Benefits of an Internship

The development of a teaching internship will serve some other
goals as well. It is very likely to redum current high attrition rates. It
should encourage a reflective, self-improvement attitude among new
teachers. It offers a setting in which to encouxage the development of
ethical standards and observe the candidate's concern and care for chil-
dren. It will provide occasions and events for meaningful assessment.

The internship is the first step on the path from novice to expert.
As such, it will be designed to allow time both to observe and to prac-
tice. Interns will be able to watch what experts de, as well as benefit
from their observations and advice. In short, the internship approach
holds promise for improving ,,., overall quality of teaching practice by
acknowledging the complexity of teaching and encouraging the acquisi-
tion of a broad set of understandings and abilities.

INTERNSHIPS IN THE LICENSED PROFESSIONS

In the twentieth century, most of the occupations calling themselves
"professions" have evolved a tripartite system of induction. education,
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experieme, and examination. In some professions, the experience corn-
pon Int is seen as so crucial that a structured program of supervised
practice is required for licensure. Four of those professions provide
enlightening models for the current study: engineering, psychology,
architecture, and medicine.

Four Models: Engineering, Psychology, Architecture,
and Medicinc

In each of our four models, candidates for licensure complete a for-
mal educational program, undergo a practical exposure to the profes-
sion, and then take an examination that tests professional knowledge
and skill. Viewed as a set, these four professions illustrate some simi-
larities and differences among professional internships.

Engineering. The candidate for the professional engineer license
must first graduate from a four-year engineering program, then take
the Fundamentals of Engineering examination, an eight-hour
multiple-choice test of basic engineering knowledge. After passing the
exam, the candidate is designated an "engineer-in-training." To
advance beyond this level, the candidate must practice for four years as
an intern. The c&ndidate must take on increasing degrees of responsi-
bility for engineering tasks, but beyond this, no requirements are
imposed on the internship by any central regulating board. After the
internship, the candidate takes the Principles and Practice of
Engineering examination, at. eight-hour essay test. A passing score on
this examination, plus evidence of completion of the other prerequi-
sites, qualifies the candidate for registration as a professional engineer.

Psychology. Licensure as a professional psychologist in most
states is a three-part process. The candidate must first zomplete the
academic requirements of a doctoral program in psychology, which gen-
erally includes a 400-hour practicum experience. The candidate mrqt
then practice for me or two years under supervision in an internship
program accreditel by the American Psychological Association.
Psychological internships are fairly structured and include didactic
training alongside clinical experience. The final licensing step is to
pass the Examination for Professional Practice in Psychology, a 200-
item multiple-choice test, as well as any state-required oral or essay
examinations. The candidate who passes all examinations, submits
evidence of completion of all other prerequisites, and provides confir-
mation of good moral character is eligible for licenstre as a profes-
sional clinical psychologist.

Architecture. Architects seeking a license complete three steps.
The first is three and a half years of academic training in architecture



Candidates thcn undergo a structured three-year internship at an
architectural firm, during which they must accrue a specified number
of hours of practice and observation in 14 task areas. Naxt comes the
Architect Registration Examination, a four-day, eight-part test. The
candidate must pass all sections of the test and submit appropriate
verification of education, internship, and moral character to be
licensed.

Medicine. Licensure as a board certified physidan is at least a
five-part process. The candidate must first complete a four-yea; MD
program at an accredited medical school, which includes coursework
and significant field experience. The candidate then &les one of two
examinations: the Federation of State Medical Boards' FLEX I exami-
nation, or Part II of the National Board of Medical Examiners'
(NBME) three-part series. After passing the FLEX I or NBME Part
II, the candidate undergoes a one-yr internship, after which he or she
takes either FLEX II or NBME Part III. Candidates seeking board
certification then begin a two- to iive-ye r residency; each medical
specialty has its own prescribed residency ,...ogram. Each specialty's
regulatory board sets its own standards for a postresidency examina-
tion, but most include an oral and a written component.

Common Features among Internships

All four professional models hae features in common. In all cases,
the intern must have completed a degree in the professional field
before entering the Internship, and must complete the internship
before sitting for a professional examination. There are other, deeper
affinities:

The intern has a special title (e.g., intern-architect, resident,
etc.) that denotes a special role vis-à-vis responsibilities to
clients.
The internship takes place full time in a clinical setting.
The intern assumes a progressive degree of responsibility.
The intern receives replier guidance and supervision from prac-
ticing professionals as well as professional educators.
The intern has an opportunity to observe professionals interact-
ing with clients.
Didactic training accompanies clinical experience.
The intern is exposed to broad aspects of the field, not simply
areas of personal interest.
The intern receives periodic formal evaluation.
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Training goals fer the intern outrank service goals.
The intern is paid, at less than a full professional salfry.

These key features emphasize an important pro-perty of a professional
inornship: its transitional statu6. Interns are neither students nor
professionals. The internchip is neither the last year of formal educa-

tion nor the first year of fully independent work. Rather, it is a time
for learning to practice.

One Tinal feature is present in psychology' and medical internsh,ps
but absent from the other professions:

A -ciitical mass" of interns is placed at any given internship
site to allow for peer support, structure, and an efficient use of
resources. This aspect supports an institutional ethos in which
the Internship site sees itself as not only a provider of services
to clients, but also as a trair ng site for future professionals.

Alternative Ways of Defining Content

Each of the four professional models has its (-yin way of defining the
content of the internship There are tour primer attributes: time
spent, tasks completed, skills mastered, and breadth of exposure
Although all the professions incorpnate aspect6 of all the attributes,
each falls fairly neatly into one of th: four.

Time spent. The engineer-in-training -Lust spend time practicing
under the supervision of a professional engineer. Successful comple-
tion of the internship is defined simply as ha ing spent four years as
an "intern."

Tasks completed. In architecture, the intern-architect must .)rove
that he or she has spent a certain number of days pe forming or
observing architectural practice in three major categories ar,d fourtee%
smaller areas. Successful completion is defined as having spent
appropriate amounts of time on the specified tasks.

Skills mastered. Psychology interns are generally rated on their
mastery of various skills in case management, research, and assess-
ment. Successful comp', tion is defined as having spent both one full
year working under close supervision, and as having mastered certain
essential skills.

Breadth of exposure. The medical intern is required to partici-
pate in a range of rotation assignments, covering many medical special

ties. Successful completion is defined both as having spent ont full
year wcrking under close supervision, and as having been exposed to a
number of central domains of the profession.
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Evaluation of Interns

Upon completion of the internship, each of the four professions
requires some kind of sumir ative evaluation of the intern's work. The
evaluation models vary b; profession, but one crucial feature is con-
stant: each profession relies on subjective judgment by other profes-
sionals tc establish the candidate's capacity for independent practice.
Not one of the prefi.ssions provides evaluators with a checklist of skills
and behaviors to observe and tally.

The subjective evaluation falls within a larger context of assessment
instruments and requirements to fulfill. But the internship offers the
only opportunity to observe the candicihte in a sustained, actual setting.
While the evaluation of the internship is neither standardized ivr
objective, it is perhaps the most relevant to actual future practice.

STANDARDS FOR AN INTERNSHIP PROGRAM

The state of MinnesotP plans tc, introduce an internship program
that will be a mandatory part of its teacher licensing process. With
the assistance of The RAND Corporation, the Minnesota Board of
Teaching has produced a document establishing standards for the
teaching internship. The heart of the document is a series of standards
addressing five aspects of the internship program: (1) educational pro-
gram, (2) interns, (3) administrative structure, (4) faculty and staffing,
and (5) facilities and resources.

Educational Program

The internship will last full time for one academic year. Unlike
traditional student teaching, which is neither full time nor full year,
the intern hip is to be an intensive, sustained exposure to the practice
of teaching. The internship experience must provide candidates with
certain fundamental features: among them, abundant opportunity to
use and analyze research, observe other teachers, and reflect upon and
analyze their own teaching experiences. The tone of the internship
should be one of support, broad exposure, and immersion in the
subtleties of the profession. Internship programs are allowed a wide
variety of methods to accomplish their educational goals.

Some of the more significant educational standards are listed below.

0 Interns must experience an adequate variety of teaching situa-
tions, including variety in student age or grade levels, stud-nt
learning characteristics, subject areas, student demographic cr.
culturd characteristics, and types of communities.

i .1



An internship program must establish a formal and appropriate
curriculum, based on the developmental needs of beginning
teachers, and offering both formal and informal instruction
throughout the year.
Interns must receive assistance necessary to perform as begin-
ning teachers, including systematic and regular support, an
appropriate and progressive degree of responsibility, and an
optimal teaching load.

Interns

The standards for interns address such issues as enroilm^rit
numbers, evaluation, and entry and exit requirements.

The standards encourage programs to plan to serve a sufficient
number of interns to allow for peer interaction and support as
well as efficient instruction.
Programs must have procedures for assessing the interns'
acquisition of the skills and dispositions required for a beginning
teacher. Programs must also assess each intern in at least two
different settings, such as third grade and fifth grade, urban
and rural, or low and high socioeconomic status.
The standards establish when il the prospective teacher's career
the internship is to take plc ce: after having completed all
relevant didactic and p.m'. ,m experiences necessary for grad-
uation from an approved teacher education program, end prior
to sitting for the Minnesota test of beginning teac,Ling skills.

Administrative Structure
The standards for administrative structure establish norms for the

governance of internship programs.

An internship program should have a director who is appropri-
ately qualified and who will devote a sufficient amount of time
to the program.
Each program should be a collaborative effort involving one or
more school districts and one or mote teacher preparation insti-
tutions. Each program must have an advisory board to guide
policy decisions and encourage close working relations among
all collaborating parties.
The standards compel programs to establish procedures that
will institutionalize the internship. Programs must be specific
about the process by which resources, including staff, are

7 ,
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allocated, and they must provide sufficient administrative sup-
port and staff compensation. Programs must have clear pro-
cedures for appointment of staff, selection of interns, and ongo-
ing evaluation of the program. Finally, the standards require
programs to encourage camaraderie among interns and facilitate
information exchange among interns and faculty.

Faculty and Staffing

The standards for facult; and staffing attempt to ensure that intern-
ship programs will be staffed only by outstanding professionals who
receive the support and training needed to do an exemplary job.

The program's director and advisory board must set procedures
for selecting faculty and staff. Personnel are to be drawn from
both school sites and the teacher training institutions.
Program staff must meet a variety of criteria, e.g., a strong
teaching record, adequate special training, and a demonstrated
interest in the profession. There must be a staff of sufficient
number and variety to meet the program's educational require-
ments. Prorrams must provif te staff with opportunities for con-
tinuous professional development.
Program faculty members are reminded that they are responsi-
ble for ongoing assessment of the intern's progress.

Facilities and Resources

The standards set forth guidelines for appropriate internship set-
tings.

To ensure that the internship experience takes place in actual
clinical settings, programs will reside in public schools within
the state This requirement does riot exclude private schools
from participating in consortia with public schools.
Programs should offer sufficient diversity to ensure a variety of
educational experiences, reflecting the state's diverse popula-
tion.
Internship programs must have adequate facilities, equipment,
and materials to meet the standards for educational experiences.
This standard is meant tc encourage internship sites, and their
funding bodies, to create situations in which facility and
resource limitations do not interfere with the intern's ability to
benefit from the internship experience.

1 ;)
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Minnesota's Standards for Internship Programs

This report reprints in full the recommendations of the Minnesota
Board of Teaching's Internship Task Force regarding standards for the
state's internship program. Any ptogram must meet these standards to
be accredited by the Board of Teaching. Afte- complPting the intern-
ship, teacher candidates will sit 'nr the Minnesota test of teaching
skills, the proposed final step in the licensing prPcesp.

IMPLEMENTING THE INTERNSHIP

When contemplating the implementation of a teaching internship,
several issues arise. Thay include how to finance the program, ..-that
status and compensatk.i for interns is appropriate, how to plan for a
successful startup, and when to begin implementation.

Financing

One of the reasons that sound, supervised induction to teaching does
not now occur is that no agency is financed to carry it out. By far the
bulk of teacher educ ion funds are spent on ditiactie activity. The
practical preparation of teacher candidates is carried out in the low-
budget enterprise known as student teaching.

If teacher-preparation institutions spend little money on teacher
induction, the same is true of school districts. The school principal,
who in theory is responsible to supervise the progress of beginning
teachers, in practice seldom has the resources to provide any kind of
meaningful supervision and evaluation. In many states, the idea of
mentors for teachers is gaining currency, but not financing. Although
mentors may receive a modest salary supplement, they typically do not
receive ar reduction in their classroom time. Reallocating teaching
responsibi'ities so that mentors can spend sufficient time with new
teachers carries a far more significant cost. As a result, "mentoring" as
it now stands has only a little to contribute to the concept of intern-
ship advanced in this report.

Since school districts have not in the past had to pay for the induc-
tion of new teachers, tradition and conventional wisdom weigh heavily
against the likelihood that they will be willing or able to commit suffi-
cient financing to internship programs. Nor is it pruder.t to expect
teacher candidates to pay for their own internships as they do now,
effect, by paying tuition for the opportunity to become uncompensated
student teachers. Requiring a year-lung, unpaid internPhip would close
the profession to many candidates.
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Realistically, most of the responsibilit for financing teaching
internships must fall on the state. Federal tunding is a possibility, as
is private sector funding, but institutionalized state funding is the key
to developing and sustaining a teaching i-ternship.

Statue and Compensation of Interns

As construed in this report, interns are college graduates who are
not yet licensed for independent practice. They are teaching, hut still
learning to teach. They are not student teachers, but not authorized to
teach without supervision. The internship is the culmination of
teacher education and the prerequisite for the final test (in Minnesota,
SKOPE-S) to become a teacher. In short, "intern" is a new statue.

School districts running internship programs will have to change in
that they must provide close supervision. Senior personnel must be
allocated to guide interns, consult with them, observe them, evaluate
them, and share the responsibility fo: teaching their students. The
cost of such supervision is high, and school districts will have to firm
v.ays to manage those costs.

The issue of intern salaries raises certain considerations. Since the
intern must be supervised, the cost of educating that intern's classroom
of students rises by the cost of the supervision. Someone will have to
bear that cost. Also, if an intern does not carry a full teaching load,
there may be an argument against full compensation. On the other
hand, compensation is affected by the forces ,..f supply and demand. In
a time of teacher shortage, any move thclt inc:eases the cost of entry to
the profession could be imprudent in the long term.

Another issue in intern status is union membership. Full member-
,hip might raise problents in the areas of evaluation and screening that
are necessary components of internship programs. Some sort of spe-
cial, less-than-full union membership status for interns is called foi.

Planning

Key to the success of the internship program a be the selection of
outstanding teachers who also have the capazity to supervise and guide
interns. Teachers who are interested in joining an internship
program's staff will apply; no one should be required to take on cob.
The position implies new responsibilities in addition to teaching chil-
dren. It need not, however, imply a new and permanent role. A school
district need not create a "career ladder to staff an internship pro-
greu 1 Some teachers may wish `..o serve oil an internship staff fo: a
short time, some for a long time, and others not at all.

1 1
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Until internship programs become firmly established, schools of edu-
cation, school districts, unions, and researchers should be developing
plans, courses, arid options to facilitate ay, crucial first generation of
programs. That work has begun, but more is necessary. Many ques-
tions need to be answered, on effective supervision, evaluation,
nedagogical instruction, settings for observatioa, and providing a broad
variety of settings for practice. The most likely setting for cost-
effective operation of an internship program will be the professional
development school, or ,3linical school. Innovative team-teaching tech-
niques and other restructuring can allow a clinical school to provide
instruction at a cost no higher than a traditional school. Locating clin-
ical schools in school buildings with histories of high faculty turnover
will bring the benefits of committed, state-of-the-art teaching to typi-
cally underserved populations.

When Should the Internship Be Implemented?

As envisioned in this report, the teaching internship program is
embedded in a licensing proLess. At resent the tests that will precede
and follow the internship are still in levelopment. But the program
need not wait until the tests are ready; by itself, it will improve teacher
education. If implementation begins now, prognms will have had the
time they need to organize and start running smoothly by the time the
tests are ready to complete the full licensing process.

The internship described in this report is new. It does not and can-
not substitute for the current university training of teachers. And
because it is new, it requires new responsibilities and roles for universi-
ties, schools, and government. It cannot simply be "mandated" without
a corresponding commitment of new funds.

Policymakers and the public demand accountability in education.
But before teachers can be held accountable, they must be thoroughly
prepared for their work. And before the public can know that teachers
have been prepared 2-: their work, teacher licensing must be
overhauled. The internship will provide practical preparation for the
prospective teacher and evidence to the public that the candidate mer-
its the license to practice the profession of teaching.
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I. THE CASE FOR A SUPERVISED
TEACHING INTERNSHIP

As efforts to improve and "professionalize" teaching have proceeded
throughout the 1930s, states have made major changes in the rules
governing teacher preparation and licensure (Darling-Hammond and
Berry, 1988). These changes include the introduction of test require-
ments in at least 46 states, revisions in coursework requirements in
most states, and renewed interest in strengthening supervision old
clinit,ai training for prospective or beginning teachers. As a whole,
these moves are intended to assure the public that teachers are capable
before they receive a "regular" license to practice.

But even as course requirements and testing programs are created,
there is a sense that something more is needed to improve the quality
of teacher preparation and ensure that beginning teachers are ade-
quately prepared to assume the complex task of teaching,. As other
professions have before, the profession of teaching is struggling with

difficult questions: How can candidates be taught to use formal,
abstract knowledge to inform idiosyncratic teaching decisions? How

can codified knowledge and theory be applied to problems of practice?
How can skills be developed in practical application? The true goal is
to answer how prospective teachers can be transformed from students
of teaching into responsible practitioners, given the magnitude and
complexity of the task they face.

As other professions have done, teaching is examining how a super-
vised clinical training experience might be constructed to enrich candi-

dates' abilities and ensure their competence before they are asked to
practice autonomously. This is a matter of both improving training
and lncreasing accountability to clients. As part of the bargain that
professions make with society, in exchange for the right to offer partic-
ular services, they promise to ensure the competence of their practi-
tionArs.

In most instances, professions adupt requirements for a clinical intern-
ship oi apprenticeship experience as part of this guarantee. This is so for

two reasons The first is that the graduate needs an internship to learn
how to apply knowledge and make decisions appropriately The second is
that examinationsincluding performance testscannot assess com-
pletely the ability tk, use knowledge and apply skills. By insisting that the
candidate successfully complete an internship, the profession has another
measure of performance. That measure is valid on its face because it

1
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involves the actual delivery of service to clients. But because the rating of
the intern's performance in the internship is necessarily subjective and
unstandartzed, it cannot be used directly for the licensing decision. The
du& -cquirementcompleting the internship satisfactorily and passing
an examiliationbalances the demands for reliability, validity, and job
relevance, and provides the assnrance that neither measure could alone.

is report describes the results of an effort by a state professional
...ndards Loard, the Minnesota Board of Teaching, to create standards

for a teaching intemship is parr of the licensing process. This first
sectior presents the ger,erai case for a supervised teaching internship.
Section II presents, compares, and contrasts the internship models now
in use in engineering, psychology, architecture, and medicine. Section
III sets forth proposed internship standards developed by a committee
appointed by the Board of Teaching. Section n ,-)utlines impleme
tion issues and assesses the idea of the professional development school
or clinical school as the site for teaching internships. Appendix A pro-
vides examples of intern evaluation forms from several fields. Appen-
dix B, an extract from Minnesota's Vision for Teacher Education,
describes the dispositions, skills, and knowledge expected of teacher
education graduates. Appendix C reproduces the Code of Ethks for
Minnesota teachers. Appendix D provides detailed descriptioas of
internships in four licepsed professions.

RATIONALE FOR A TEACHING INTERNSHIP

As is true in other professions, written instruments fc,r assessing
teaching knowledge and skill are unable to capture fully the complexi-
ties of teaching knowledge and the context-dependent nature of teach-
ing judgment. And because the acquisition of teaching skill depends so
much on developing judgment in compleL, nonroutine situations, com-
petence cannot be adequately assessed until after the prospective
teacher has had an opportunity to encounter and work through many
of the common problems of teaching practice.

Before new teachers are granted a continuing' license, an evaluation
process should identify whether or not they possess a range of needed
teaching skills. The kinds of skills the state would like to be sure that.
licensed teachers possess cannot be acquired through formal tea.:her
education alone. Neither can they be learned reliably and effestively
by trial and error during the first years of practice. If a major goal of
licensure is to increase the probability that those admitted to practice

1Mmnesota's term for a "regular" license, the unrestricted hcense that recogmzes that
a teacher is ready for autonomous practice.
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can indeed make appropriate decisions and execute sound teaching
strategies, the licensure process should supply both opportunities for
and evidence of learning these skills.

Other professions, such as medicine and psychology, architecture
and engineering, have accommodated sanilar concerns for the develop-
ment of skill in practice by requiring a form of structured internship
before licensure. Internship serves I. iinultaneously as a training vehi-
cle, a safeguard for the public, and a source of support and assistance
to beginning practitioners. The internship experience extends profes-
sional training in a clinical setting withuut exposing clients to unsuper
vised novices or leaving to chance the acquisition of essential skills.
The program design arises from a set of ,iducational goals specified by
the profession. Not incidentally, these types of programs are oriented
more to assistance than assessment, more toward enhancing effective-
ness than screening. The latter function is left largely to the licensure
examinatien, thus disentangling, to some degree, the formative and
summative aspects of the evaluation process.

In contrast, beginning teacherswith no further assistance from
their college professors and few school district resources allocated for
forin .41 supportare gen:rally left to "sink or swim" during their first
years of teaching (Wise, Darling-Hammond, and Berry, 1987).
Research on the experiences of beginning teachers confirms that for
many, the absence of expert guidance, support, and opportunities to
reflect on their efforts greatly impairs the likelihood of long-term suc-
cess (Ryan, 1979; Tisher, 1978; McDonald, 1980). These initial teach-
ing experiences have far-reaching effects, for

the conditions under which a person carries out the first year of
teaching have a strong Influence on the level of effectiveness which
that teacher is able to achieve and sustain over the years, on the atti-
tudes which govern teacher behavior over even a forty-year career,
and Indeed, on the decision whether or not *.o continue ii the teach-
ing profession (National Institute of Education, 1979).

THE IMPORTANCE OF TEACHING KNOWLEDGE

In this country, preparing knowledgeable teachers has not been the
typical mode of investment chosen for education reform. Many
approaches to changing the quality of education have assumed that the
teacher is a conduit for policies, for curriculum packages, for rules and
regulations, and mandates of various kinds. But they have not
assumed that what the teacher knows about teaching and learning is a
very important part of what happens in the classroom. Consequently,



our educational system has underinvested in teacher education, it has
invested not at all in teacher induction in the initial years on the job;
and it has invested very little in ongoing professional development. An
insufficient commitment to teacher learning is a major factor prevent-
ir,g teaching from becoming a profession, since it is the possession of
specialized knowledge and the ability to apply it that defines "a profes-
sional" as such.

Teacher knowledge is crucial because the nature of learning and
effective teaching demands that teachers make informed decisions. If
students all learned in exactly the same way, at exactly the same rate,
in predictable fashion, if they came to school as standardized as pieces
of metal on an assembly line, there would be no need to worry about
teacher learning or the professionalization of teaching. If students
we-e uniform in their needs, learning styles, preconceptions, disposi-
tions, and stages ot development, teachers could use a simple cookbook
approach and the outcomes would be certain.

Howeve..-, the last twenty years of research on teaching have demon-
strated that students learn at different rates and with different styles
that pose complex and varying teaching requirements. This reality has
important implications for teacher preparation and assessment
(Darling-Hammond, Wise, and Pease, 1983). Nonetheless, most
schoolsand much of their policymaking framev:orkproceed from
assumptions that students are all a: '3. This set of assumptions has
created a structure for the teaching occupation that ignores the critical
need for teachers to acquire and share knowledge about teaching prob-
lems.

Three aspects of socialization to teaching define the schools' tradi-
tional approach to teacher learning. If we could encapsulate them as
dicta for beg;nning teachers. they would be. one, "figure it out your-
self," two, "do it all yourself," and three, "keep it to yourself."

Even the best pedagogical preparation in a school of education can
g , only partway toward the acquisition of clinical skill. When it comes
to that very important but hard to-acquire skill of applying knowledo
t. the m,Any practical problems that teaching presents, schools have
traditil,nally offered beginnir, teachers little if any guidance. Further-
mc-, beginning teachers are usually placed in the least advantageous
situations, with the students whom no one else wants to teach, in the
schools where the turnover has been highest 'because many teachers
with seniorit, hay e transferred out), and where, consequently, potential
mentors are fewest (Wise, Darling-Hammond, and Berry, 1987).
Someone hands the beginner a key to a practically empty bookroom at
the beginning of school and says "Figure it out yourself. We'll see you
in June ... if you make it that long!"
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The "closed door" ethic in schools is the result of a culture that
communicates the message "do it all yourself." Teaching has not yet
developed the mores of consultation and colleagueship present in
highly developed professions that consider it normal and desirable to
consult with colleagues about problems of practice. In medicine it is
deemed both appropriate and valuable for one physician to consult
with another about a patient. In teaching, it is generally viewed as an
admission of failure to ask someone else for advice.

That goes along with the Clird dictum: "Keep it to yourself."
Because of the closed-door ethic, in many schools it is a dangerous
activity to proffer unsolicited advice to a colleague. Many educators
seem to believe that all knowledge should be kept in one's own head.
And unfortunately, some of the incentive systems currently being urged
upon schools in an effoi .o apply "business principles" to education
only encourage competition among teachers and reinforce some of the
existing dysfunctional features of teaching Colleagueship and con-
sensus abou: standards of practice are fundamental to professions.
They are among the objectives that reforms in teacher preparation,
including the idea of a super, ised internship or residency, are begin-
ning to address.

THE EVOLUTION OF PROFESSIONS

Over the better part of the last century, debates have been con-
ducted in all of the professions about, first, whether training is neces-
sary for practice, and, if so, what the appropriate forms of preparation
and training ought to be. These debates took place in ir Klicine at the
end of the nineteenth century, where there was a lengthy and loud
debate about whether one needed any trairi...g at all to be a doctor.
Some saidjust as some now say about teachingthat people were
brn to heal, nc t taughz, to be healers. The same debates occurred in
the legal profession in the 1920s, and in architecture and t:,gineering
more recently. Every occupation that is now regarded as a Knowledge-
based profession has had to go through the process that teaching is
going through now. In each case, the occupation had to address three
questions. Is there something special that practitioners need to know'
If so, what is it? How can it best be learned?

In virt,ally all of these other professions, once the initial debates were
resolved as to whether trainir g should be required, the occupations began
to move from the norm ot the self-taught practitioner to an apprentice-
ship approaei. So, doctors followed other doctors around in the buggy;
lawyers engaged in ,lerkships, architects pursued apprenticeships, and so



on As they developed more complexity and discovered the limits of one-
on-one modeling for efficiently cot eying large bodies of knuwledge, the
)ccupations Iwgan to require more formal preparation. Sometimes insti-
tutional education could ubstitute for the apprenticeship (or vice versa)
in a hiring or licensing decision. In some of tlese occupatior the
apprenticeship so receded that it nearly disappeared when formal Iduca
tion took over as a way of preparing practitioners. But gradually in all of
them, the need was recognized for both "book learning" and practical
training, acknowledging the contribution of each to the developmeat of
professional expertise.

These professions have realized that the two forms of training
didactic and clinicalcomplete different arid complementary parts of
the equation of learnir.g to practice. Also, they have cementet the role
of the internshipalong with coursework and examinationsas a way
of evaluating competence.2

STRUCTURING PROFESSIONAL PREPARATION AND
ASSESSMENT

A number of professions have come to structure their preparation
and assessment for licensure in similar weys. Generally, the first step
is formal university based education, often followed by a test of basic
knowledge The next step is a structured internship. Successfil com-
pletion of the internship if, a prerequisite to sitting for a test of clinical
skills.

T:ie evolution of teacher assessment is similar to trends in other
professionsin some cases, quite recent ones. For example, architec-
ture die not adopt its structured internship program until the late
1970s. That program replaced an earlier unstructured apprenticeship
requirement (rather like the mentoring programs recently begun in
teaching), which was rejected because professional architects felt that
the lack of structure often 1,1 gaps in the traiaing of future members
of their profession. Establishing standards for an apprenticeship
helped both to ,:efine profession, practice and ensure that candidates
wouid receive expoeure to a full range of skill applications and the
subtleties of applying architectual knowledge to practice.

Defining the content of an internsh. is also important for ensuring
fairness and equity in licensure. If tests of teaching performance are t
be fair and reliable for all candidates, it is critical that the inteinship

2/4n exception to this practice as part of the licensure prukess is kw, but since moat
new lawyers work for other lawyers in large firms (as associates) ur in public agencies tali
clerks. etc ). the) too receive supervision before they begin autonomous practice.

h
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program be structured so that each pat ucipant has an equal chance of
being exposed to the concepts that will be tested. Most current ;nduc-
tion programs for teachers do not attempt to define what goes on
between a mentor and his or her mentee or ensure that the novice is
exposed to a range of teaching experiences. Consequently, the men-
tored induction experience, while it can be valuable for some and better
than nothing for most, is inherently idiosyncratic. It does not system-
atically present the kinds of knowledge and skills that all professional
teachers should be helped to accumulate in the process of learning to
practice.

STANDARDS FOR TEACHING

The importance of estalilishing standards for entry to teaching has
been discussed in the policy arena as well as the professional commun-
ity. The idea that there must be some sort of standards has been
accepted almost universally, but debate continues as to what they
should look like and how rigorously they should be enforced. Stan-
dards are more than simply screens that determine who will and who
will not be permitted to teach; they define the very criteria by which
good teaching might be judged, and establish a concept of the effective
teacher. In fact, the most important function of professional examina-
tions is that by their content they articulate the knowledge and skills
required of practicing professionals. Taken together, licensing require-
ments are the profession's explicit statement about what is worth
knowing a- ' how it should be learned and demonstrated. So the con-
tents of licensing activities are extremely important for the preparation
of professionals.

The statements that are encapsulated in the requirements for
internships and examinations exert a powerful influence on training
and practice, one that goes far beyond cut-off scores or passing rates in
a given year. Of course, those are important concerns, but it is only
recently that educators have begun to attend eriously to the content of
the examinations, which is by far the more important part of this
activity for the profession itself and, ultimately, for the education of
children. If teacher learning has something to do with student learn-
ing, then it is very important that what teachers learn be useful for tl!e
encouragement of student learning.

Standards, then, focus in two directions. They reflect backward to
teacher preparation and they reflect forward to teaching practice. But
they are not generally operational statements. They have to be
translated into preparation programs on the one hand and into testing

I



requirements on the other. The translation is critical. In the recent
history of education policy, it has been at this stage that problems
begin. Excellent statements of s-,andards can become utterly trivial
when goals turn into narrowly framed learning objectives in curriculum
guides, or when standards for good teaching are reduced to observable
behaviors to be checked off on evaluation instruments. While there is
nationwide interest in testing teachers for entry into teaching, there
has not been until recently a corresponding level of interest in the pro-
cess of -anslating standards into effective programs for teacher
preparation and evaluation. Now, fortunately researchers and practi-
tioners are giving more and more attention to the improvement of
beginning teacher evaluation.

A licensure process should ultimately measure several different kinds
of knowledge and skill. The knowledge that underlies good teaching is
not always obvious from the activities that one could observe watching
good teachers teach. Nonetheless, that knowledge is important to
effective teaching, and there are important reasons to assess the
acquisition of that knowledge base directly. This is a critiLui point for
improving teaching, because much teacher preparation and induction
has focused solely on technique; teachers are trained in specific
methods without sufficient ground:4 in the sciences and theory that
underlie them. To understand the absurdity of this practice, imagine
training 'octors in the mechanical techniques foi treating heart disease
without having first taught them the pathology and physiology, anat-
omy and epidemiology necessary to p _iit diagnosis and evaluation of
alternative treatments. Similarly, teaLhers need an understanding of
the fundamental sciences that underlie pedagogy: knowledge of human
behavior and moth ation, knowledge of cognitive psychology, knowledge
of child growth and deelopment, and so on. When teachers acquire
specific techniques without that foundation, they have no basis on
which to evaluate why a particular tactic has failed, nor do they have
the knowledge to help them decide what option should be tried in its
stead. Because one cannot infer the mastery of a broader base of
knowledge simply because a teacher exhibits a specific technique, both
training and assessment need to explicitly deliver and evaluate such
knowledge.

It is also central to teacher professionalization that candidates learn
to apply knowledge appropriateb in different Lontexts and to use skills
in performing diverse teaching tasks. A simple test of knowledge is not
sufficient to assess teaching ability, because it is possible to know a
great deal about the principles of good teaching without being able to
handle the rumerous things that happen simultaneously in a class-
room.
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THE DESIGN OF A TEACHING INTERNSHIP

In teacher education, students should gain knowledge of the sciences
basic to teaching and the methods of effective teaching; in the intern-
ship, they should learn to apply that knowledge to teaching situations.
Skills for managing the learning process are developed by observing
and working with students arA by selecting learning materials, assess-
ment tools, and teaching strategies under the guidance of expert practi-
tioners. As interns progressively gain knowledge and skill, they should
be provided greater latitude to make decisions and teach students, but
always under supervision.

mo achieve its goals, the internship must be carefully structured to
provide for supervised clinical experiences that cover all of the major
domains of teaching practice and provide opportunities to learn about
the variability in student learning styles and stages of cognitive
development. These clinical experiences should be supplemented with
guided instruction and counseling that encourages interns to reflect on
their teaching and its effects on learners; aidr4 the acquisition of wider
repertoires of teaching strategies; and relates problems of practice to
research on teaching and human des elopment. In preparation for pro-
fessional practice, the internship should also provide opportunities for
interns to k, d rt icipate in *nstitutional and departmental decisionmaking
and reviews of policy and practice.

If internship pr:ams in teaching were modeled after those in other
professions, they would differ from current beginning teacher evalua-
tion programs in a number of ways.

1. The intern would not only work dircztly with clients but also
observe and learn from experienced professionals interacting
with clients. Learning by modeling is a precept of an intern-
ship. Learning only by doingthat is, by trial and error
aloneis what beginning teachers do now, and it is much less
effective.

2. The intern would assume progressive degrees of responsibility
for client service.

3. The intern would receive regular supervision and guidance
from senior teachers.

4. The programs would require that all interns experience partic-
ular types of situations for decisionmaking and practice under
supervision, including a range of tasks and types of clients.

Unfortunate*, many of the current state-mandated beginning
teacher programs focus so much on evaluation that they have forgotten
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the equally important goals of supervision and guidance. Because these
programs are tied directly to licensure decisions, they focus on a train-
ing process for getting candidates prepared to perform to the specifica-
tions of particular evaluation instruments. However, they do little to
encourage usndidates to teach reflectively, or to evaluate what they are
doing and asseos whether it's working or not wurking and why, r to
unders+and how to make better decisions, or to learn to juggle the vari-
ous concerns of teaching.

Fox and Singletary (1986) observe that few beginning teacher pro-
grams focus upon providing the novice with the assistance required to
ease the critical transition from student to teacher. The authors point
out that "few [programs] focus on the goals of developing a reflective
orientation and the skills essential to self-evaluation." Vithout these,
beginning teachers arP likely to be frustrated and unable to cope with
the demands placed upon them. In fact, the authors have concluded
that beginning teacher evaluation programs devoid of structured assis-
tance will increase rather than reduce the pressure on new teachers.

Borko (1986) observes that it is because the programs were created
primarily to evaluate candidates for state certificcition that they fail to
provide useful training:

Most state-mandated [beginning teacher] programs require that
beginning teachers demonstiate competence in a standardized set of
teaching behaviors in order to receive certification. Assistance is
often viewed as remediation and limited to observed deficiencies in
the generic teaching competencies assessed within the program.
Because certification criteria must be consistent across the state,
most programs are not context-responsive. Moreover, the primary
function of state programs is gatekeeping or screening. Thus, com-
peting concerns for individual teachers' professional growth on the
one hand, and for establishing a defensible data base to support a
recommendation against certification on the other, often shape the
nature of assistance.

If teaching were to follow the lead of other profions, beginning
teachers would not be evaluated for licensure on the basis of on-the-job
observatir -Is. Instead, the internship would be a distinctly separate
step en r .e to the licensing exam. In states that have tried to com-
bine internship with licensure decisionmaking, the practice has suffered
from three major shortcomings: (1) the rating instruments fail to take
teaching context or ontent into account because they seek objectivity
by specifying a single set of uniform teaching behaviors to be tallied in
a smald number of classniJm observations, (2) the assessment systems
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fail to guarantee reliable assessment across candidates because they
evaluate candidates in diverse job settings and performance situations,
thereby compromising the fairness of licensing decisions; and (3) the
licensing a3sessments are made in part by employers wao are also
responsib... for hiring and the granting of tenure, thereby entangling
licensing and employment decisions (Wise and Darling-Hammond,
1987).

That on-the-job evaluation is problematical should be suggested by
the fact that no other profession now uses it as the basis for state
licensing. Upor reflection, its inappropriateness becomes clear.
Teachers are not licensed to instruct a particular 'group of children,
such as "fifth graders at Kennedy Elementary." Instead, they are
licensed to teach children who differ with respect to grade level, stages
of cognitive and psychological deNelopment, learning characteristics,
academic achieveLient, educational opportunity, socioeconomic status,
family attitudes toward education, and many other characteristics.
Assessing a candidate's ability to instruct children in one classroom
provides little information about whether that candidate is likely to be
effective in teaching children - ith very different characteristics and
educational needs. Furthermore, how well a teacher performs on the
job is a fu lotion not only of his or 11,..r knowledge, skills, and disposi-
tion, but also of the particular teaching environment. It is, in princi-
ple, unfair to assess a teacher's performance without taking these
factors into account. Otherwise, random factorsdistrict resources,
curricular approaches, student characteristics, and so onwill deter-
mine how well a person appears to perform.

A program should require that all interns experience particular types
of situations for decisionmaking and practice, including a range of
tasks and interaction with different types of students. In taking clini-
cal training seriously, we need to identify those things that all begin-
ning teachers should encounter and learn to master, rather than allow-
ing happenstance to determine what they actually encounter and learn
as a result. Since teachers are licensed to teach all students in the sub-
ject area(s) or grau, levels for which they receive that license, they
should be taught how to work with a range of students. The profession
needs to specify a set of educational goals for the internship experi-
ence, and those goals should drive the design of programs. And if
teaching were to follow tl e lead of other professions, candidates would
complete that experience before sitting for the clinical practice
examinationthe last step before the license is granted.

k /
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BENEFITS OF AN INTERNSHIP

The development of residency or internship programs in teaching
will serve some other goals as well. Rates of attrition among teachers
are very high in the eariy years most studies find that 30 to 50 per-
cent of new teachers leave within the first five years of teaching (Griss-
mer and Kirby, 1987). During a period of teacher shortage, it is espe-
cially important that the profession not lose one-third to one-half of
the people who prepared to enter it. A setting that provides assistance
and support to beginning teachers is likely to make a tremendous
difference in retention rates. One of the greatest predictors of commit-
ment to the profession is a sense of efficacythe teacher's belief that
he or she is making a positive difference in th lives of students
(Rosenholtz and Smylie, 1983; Bredeson et al., 1383; Chapman and
Hutcheson, 1982). Many teachers who feel inadecuately prepared for
their jobs feel unsuccessful in reaching students. Consequently, they
leave the profession after a short time. Making beginning t,sachers
more successful will enhance commitment to the ut_cupation.

By separating the formative assistance task in an internship from
the summative examination, it will be possible to encourage reflective
teach..4. It is difficult to be openly reflective and critical about one's
work if one is being evaluated for licensure at the same time and in the
same context. Other professions have recognized this danger and have
reserved the residency or apprenticeship program as a time for honest,
evaluative learning experiences that enhance and encourag9 reflective
practice

In addition, .he internship offers a setting in which to encourage the
development of ethical standards and observe, in the case of teaching,
whether candidates haNe the kind of concern and care for children that
will allow them to become honorable members of the profession. While
-.lost prof( isions consider ethical and moral commitment to be impor-
tant aspect,- i professional practice, these attributes cannot be
assessed well in a paper and pencil test. Just as there are some kinds
of learning that can only be developed in an inte:nship program, so too
are there so-ne attitudes that can only be evaluated in the context of
actual practice.

The supervisor's role is to ensure that interns receive a thorough
clinical preparation by giving frequent and formative evalu-tive feed-
back, and by fostering explicitly both ref:ection on practice and profes-
sional ethice awareness. For example, psychology internships explic-
itly seel- .D instillalong with technical skillan understanding of
professional and ethical responsibility and an appreciation of the
intern's own personality, biases, strengths and weaknesses, similarly in
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medicine, the interLIship and residency requirements stress the
candidate's ability to reflect on his or her practices and devotion to
ethical standards.

These attributes cannot be instilled in formal preparation programs
or fully tested in examinations. But they are legitimate, indeed
extremely important, bases for professional licensure. The internship
allows a meaningful setting for developing, observing, and verifying
these kinds of qualities.

The internship may provide occasions and events for assessment as
well. For example, in some medical specialty board examinations, doc-

tors must evaluate specific cases they handled during their residency
and explain why they did what they did. In architecture and engineer-
ing, the candidate builds up a portfolio over the course of the

residency. Using real-world teaching experiences from internship as
one foundation for testing can heighten the validity of the assessment
of knowledge and practical skills.

But the internship should not be viewed only as a prelude tc testing.
The actual teaching experience is a more complete and valid represen-
tation of teaching performance than any examinationwritten or
performance-orientedcan be. The internship is the only setting in
which certain professional goals, such as inculcating and evaluating the
moral and ethical components of teaching, can be pursued in a safe
manner. It is a setting in which context and history can be taken into
account, an occasion for structured teaching of clinical skills, and an
opportunity for valid assessment of professional capacities that go
beyond testable knowledge.

In David Berliner's terms, the internship is the first step on the
path from novice status to expertise. It is the place where interns can
attain strategic knowledge as to when general rules apply and when
they don't. Here they can attain the kind of proficiency that only
practice can give; th can develop the "sixth sense" of appropriateness
in judgment and tim.ag; they can make sense of what is observed and
experienced, and they can come to know what to pay attention to, what
matters, what has instructional significanct,.

The internship should allow time both to observe and to practice.
Interns should he able to observe and mimic what experts do, even
when it is not articulated, as well as profit from the tutelage of these
experts, who will offer them analysis and discu3sion of their teaching.
The internship should offer opportunities tor observation, practice,
debriering, counseling, and consultation, along with seminars and other
didactic experiences. By combining an assurance that all prospective
teachers will undergo such training with valid assessment of beginning
skills, it will be possible to assure the public that all entrants to the



profession have adequately mastert,-.', the basic knowledge and skills
needed to perform responsibly bef 're they are licensed to practice
independently. In addition, thiq v.p:roach holds promise for improving
the overall quality of teaching by acknowledging the complex-
ity of teaching and encouraf, ;-,-; the acquisition of a broad set of
insights and abilities.

Most states have until now died on either multiple-choice paper-
and-pencil tests of knowledge ir on-the-job asses= ate of performance
for beginning teachers. The foi.iner approach cannot adequately assess
the ability of teacher candid..:...s to apply knowledge with sound judg-
ment in complicated nonromine situations. The latter approach does
not provide a reliable and generalizable assessment of teaching
knowledge and abilities. The benefits of a new approachone that
balances the profession's need for supervised clinical training and
assessment with a valid and reliable licensure processwill be many.
And foremost among them is the development of public confidence in a
competent teaching profession.



II. INTERNSHIPS IN THE LICENSED
PROFESSIONS

In the twentieth century, most of the probssions have evolved a tri-
partite system of induction, consisting of (sequentially) education,
experience, and examination. New York State's Board of Regents, for
instance, licenses 31 professions; 15 of these, ranging from acupuncture
to professional engineering, require candidates to complete a formal
program of education, undergo a certain period of supervised or unsu-
pervised practice, and then take a standardized examination. The
examinations of eight professionsfrom certified shorthand reporting
to veterinary medicineinclude a practical component that tests candi-
dates' abilities to perform tasks simile* to those that will be required of

them on the job (Credentialing Requirements, 1988).
In som2 profebsions, experience is seen as such an important part of

training that a structured program of supervised practice is required for
licensure. In most cases, this internship is a residue of an apprentice-
ship, and it calls upon experts within the profession to serve as models
and trainers for novices. Pharmacy and ophthalmic dispensing, for
instance, both require licensure candidates to have had from six
months to two years of cupervised experience under "le guidance of P
licensed practitioner (Credentialing Requirements '988), as do each of
the four professionsengineering, psycholc, architecturc, and
medicinediscussed bdow.

FOUR MODELS: ENGINEERING, PSYCHOLOGY,
ARCHFTECTURE, AND MEDICINE

ThP internship n each of the four professions we examine is embed-
ded within a larger program of education-expericnce-examination; can-
didates complete a formal educational program, undergo a practical
exposure to the profession, then take an examination that tests profes-
sional skill. There is some variation in this scheme: in two cases (psy-

chology and medicine) additional preservicr experiential components
are included in the formal education procem and in two cases
lengmeering and medicine) an additional examination precedes the
main experiential component.

Licensure is an extremely complex subject. Terminology varies
&Joss and even within professions, and each profession offers .,,cveral

15
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tiers of certification. Doctors may be simply licensed, or licensed and
also board certified. Architects may be simply registered, or registered
and also board certified. Psychologists may be simply licensed, or
licensed arid also registered. Engineers may practice without a license,
or may be licensed as professional engin!ers.

The requirements below describe the most rigorous standards in
each profession, the standards required to become a professional
engineer, registered psychologist, board certified IDP-trained architect,
or board certified doctor. Viewed as a set, these four professions illus-
trate both the similarities and differences among professional licensure
processes today. A brief summary of both the internship and its con-
text in each profession follows. (More detailed discussion of each of the
four professional internships is included in App. D.)

Engineering

Becoming licensed as a professional engineer in most states is a
four-part pzwees. One must first graduate from a four-year engineer-
ing program, then pass the Fundamentals of Engineering (FE) exami-
nation, an eight-hour multiple-choice test of basic engineering
knowledge After passing the FE examination, the candidate is desig-
nated an "engineer-in-training." In order to advanca beyond this level,
the prospectie professional engineer is required to practice ;or four
years as an intern. The setting must allow the intern to as: me a pro-
gressive degree of responsibility for engineering tasks, beyond this, no
requirements are imposed on the internship by any central regulating
board. More than in any of :ae other p:ofessions, the internship in
engineering is simply the lint years of working. After the internship,
the candidate takes the Principles and Practice of Engineering (PE)
examinatioL, an eight-hour essay test that requires the candidate to
solve actual problems in six of fourteen areas of engineering. A candi-
date who receives a passing score un the PE examination and submits
evidence of completion of all other prerequisites is eligible for registra-
tion as a professiont.1 engineer (National Council of Engineering Exam-
iners, 4-8).

Poychology

Becoming licensed as a prufessioi,ai psy:hologist in most states is a
three part process. A candidate must first complete the academic
requirements of a doctoral program in psychology, which generally
inc udes, in addition to coursework, a 400-hour predisserta:don practi-
cum experience The candidate must then practice for one or two years

1
1-.1 LI
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under supervision. In sume states this requirement may be met with a
predoctoral postdissertation internship, in others, the experience must
he post *-- il. American Psychological Association (APA)-accredited
internsi. ust meet standards for administration, staff, interns, and
program and, while no specific areas of training are required, psychol-
ogy internships are fairly structured and include didactic training
alongside clinical experience. The final step in the psychology licen-
sure process involves passing the Examination for Professional Prac-
tice in Psychology (EPPP), a 200-item objective multiple-choice exami-
nation of psychological knowledge, as well any state-developed oral
or essay examinations. A candidate who receives a passing score on
the EPPP submits eNidence of completion of all oter prerequisites,
and provides confirmation of good moral character is eligible for licen-
sure as a professional clinical psychologist (AASPB, n.d.a.; AASPB,
n.d.b.; AASPB, n.d.c.).

Architecture
Licensure in architecture is a three-part process. The candidate

must first complete the educational requirements of the profession:
three and a half years of architectural trainir.b, which may be part of
either an undergraduate or graduate program. Following the formal
education component, candidates undergo a structured three-year
internship at an architectural firm, during A hich they must accrue a
specified number of hours of practice and observation in 14 task areas.
The candidate then takes the Architect Registration Examination, a
four-day, eight part that includes multiple-choice and essay ques-
tions as well as actual architectural design problems. A candidate must
pass all sectioas uf the test and submit appropriate verification of edu-
cation, iuternship, and mural characte- to be licensed (NCARB, 1987a).

Medicine

Licensure as a board certified physician is at least a five-part pro
Less. The candidate must first complete a four year MD program at an
accredited medical school, which includes, in addition to coursework, a
significant amount of field experience. The candidate then takes one
uf two examinations. the Federation of State Medical Boards' FLEX I
examination, or Part II of the National Board of Medical Examiners'
(NBME) three-part examination series. (Candidates who elect the
NBME route must take Part I of the series upon completion of their
second year of medical school) After passing the FLEX I or NBME
Part II, the candidate undergoes a one-year internship, after which he
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or she takes either Part III of the NBME examination series or the
FLEX IL Cancl lates seeking board certicication then begin a two- to
five-year residency; each medical specialty's n story bodrd prescribes
a structured residency program. Each board sets its own standards for
a postresidency examination, but most include both an oral and a writ-
ten component.

COMMON FEATURES AMONG INTERNSHIPS

Despite differences in structure and degree of standardization, there
are a number of important common features among internsh:43 pro-
grams in architecture, psychology and medicine. In all cases, the
intern must have completzd a degree in the professional field before
entering the internship, and must complete the internship before sit-
ting for a professional examination. Beneath these easily apparent
structural similarities are a number of deeper affinities, characteristics
that represent the key features of a professional internship:

1. The intern has a special title (intern-architect, intern,
resident) that denotes a special role vis-à-vis responsibilities
to clients.

2. The internsl.ip takes place full time in a clinical setting.
3. The intern assumes a progressive degree of responsibility.
4. The intern receives regular guidance and supervision from

practicing professionals as well as professional educators.
5. The intern has an opportunity to observe professionals

interacting with clients.
6. Didactic training accompanies clinical experience.
7 The intern is exposed to broad aspects of the field, not simply

areas of personal interest.
8. The intern receives periodic formal evaluation.
9. Training goals for the intern outrank service goals.
10. The intern id paid, and is paid less than a full professional

salary.

These common features emphasize an important property of the
internship: its transiti( (al sta.ds. Interns are neither students nor
profesrionals. Though they work with clients, they are offered supervi-
sion, guidance, and frequent evaluation. They are given tasks
appropriate to 0-_..'r experience level, and are expected to explore broad
areas of the field. A good portion of their time is spent observing
experienced professionals, and didactic training runs alongside their
field experience The accouterments of the position reect the intern's
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status as neither student nor professional. Interns have their own spe-
cial title, and while they are paid, the pay is less than what a full pro-
fessional would receive. Thus an internship is neither the last year of
formal education nor the first year of fully independent work. Rather,
it is a time ior learning, reinforcement, and some screening out, the
public's petultimate assurance of the candidate's ability to practice
ind-ependently.

One final feature is present in psychology and medical internships
but absent from the othPr professions:

11. A "critical mass" ot interns is placed at any given internship
site to allow for peer support, structure, and an efficient use of
resources.

This aspect, though not absolutely essential, makes it possible for an
institutional ethos to develop in which the internship site sees itself as
not only a provider of services to clients, as an engineering or architec-
tural office might, but also as a training site for future professionals, as
a structured psychology internship program or teaching hospital would.
The differ,ices between the evaluation processes, nurturing and forma
use in the case of psychology and medicine, more mechanical and sum-
mative in the case of engineering and architecture reflect the degree to
which Enticing the internship at the center of the host site's responsibil
ities can affect the entire tone of the experieace.

ALTERNATIVE WAYS OF DEFINING CONTENT

Although the central purpose of the internship is the same in the
professions described abol,e, each of the four programs we examired
has its own way of defining the internship's content. Requirements
may be organized in at least four ways: by simple time spent (as in
engineering), by tasks completed (as in architecture), by skills mastered
1.1.5 in psychology), or by breadth of exposure (as in medicine). In actu-
ality, each profession incorporates features of all four of these models,
but for the sake of discussion, it is aluable to identify each by its pri
mary attribute.

Time Spent

In engineering, the engmeer in training must spend time practicing
under the supervision of a profe al engineer, successful completion
is defined simply as having spent .our years as an "intern." Such a
diodel provides great flexibility and makes fewest demands upon the
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employer, but it !elves the internship's structure (if any) to chance,
and provides the intern with minimal support.

Tasks Completed

In architecture, the intern-architect most prove that he or .ihe has
spent a specified number of days performing or observing architectural
practice in three major categories, such as design and const:uction, and
fourteen smaller areas, such as building cost analysis; successful com-
pletion is defined as having spent appropriate amounts of time on vari-
ous architectural tasks Such a model guarantees some uniformity in
experience for all interns, but clt.!.s not necessarily provide for individ-
ual needs and differences among candidates.

Skills Mastered

In psychology, interns sre generally rated on their mastery of vari-
ous skills in case management, resear...h, and assessment. Successful
completion is defined as ha%ing spent one full year working under close
supervision and having masteret: -atain essential skills. Such a model
to some extent ensures competency (although it is limited in iLs effect
by the fact that the ultimate ju,lgement must simply be "pass" or
"fail"), but reqP:res the greatest le%el of commitment on ti,e part of the
employer.

Breadth of Exposure

In medicine, the in:ern is required to participate in a range of rota-
tion assignments, from gynect_ ty, to geriatrics, to neurology; success-
ful completion is defined as ha% ing spent one full year working under
close supervision _nd having been exposed to a number of central
domains of the profession_ Such a model guarantees uniformity and
ensures that all professionals will have a sense of the field as a whole,
but does not necessa-ily guarantee masters of specific skills or expo-
sure to specific tasks.

EVALUATION OF INTERNS

Upon completion of the internship, each of the four professions
requires some kind of summative evaluation of the intern's work. In
addition, psychology, architecture, and medicine require periodic forma-
tive evaluations during the rourse of the internship. (Examples of
evaluation forms may be found in App. A.) The evaluation models

f
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vary by profession, but one crucial feature is constant: each profession
relies on subjective judgment by other professionals to establish the
candidate's capacity for independent practice; not one of the profes-
sions provides evaluators with a checklist of skills and behaviors to
observe and tally.

In each of the professions, the internship is only one of three or
more points at which the candidate's competence is assessed. Thus,
the subjective evaluation falls within a larger context. The candidate
must also demonstrate mastery of the profession's underlying
knowledge base through completion of a formal education program and
sometimes a test of professional knowledge. In a simplified environ-
ment, he or she must demonstrate mastery of the profession's funda-
mental duties through a written and sometimes oral test of professional
skill. But the internship offers the only opportunity to observe the
candidate in a sustained, actual setting, and while the evaluation of the
internship is neither standardized nor objective, it is perhaps the most
relevant to actual future practice.

Engineering

In engineering, two models exist for verifying the candidate's suc-
cessful completion or the internship. In the first, a Pnia ll board of pro-
fessional engineers e%aluates a detailed list and description of activities
submitted by the applicant and thereby determins whether the experi-
ence has been acceptable. In the second, responsibility for evaluating
the candidate's experience falls on the practitioners with whom the
applicant has had professio I contact, each employer who has worked
with the candidate is asked to fill out a form verifying the applicant's
employment, experience, ability, and competency. In both of these
models, the profession is self-regulating, the state trusts the board to
certify the competence of potential professional engineers, and the
board in turn trusts the practicing professional engineers of the state
to prevent entrance into their ranks of anyone unfit for independent
?ractice.

Psychology

Evaluation in psychology internships is primarily formative. While
the greatest part of the evaluation happens t...ough informal contact
between interns and their supervisors, a norm that has been astab-
lished in psychology internship programs, more formal periodic evalua-
tions are a mandated part of APA-approved psychology internships.
These evaluations tend to take place quarterly or triannually, and seek
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to ensure, in the words of one program, "that the interns are making
optimal use of the experience at [site x] and that the experience meets
the needs of the interng and their sponsoring universities" (Children's
Hospital, 1988, 5). Tht structure of the evaluation forms is left to the
discretion of the individual programs, but most try to isolate essential
skills, such as case management, ability to establish rapport with
patients, and ability to communicate clinical data in writing and ver-
bally, and ask the supervisor to evaluate the candidate's strengths and
weaknesses, often using a set of numerical scales. Upon completion of
the internship, the internship site sends a report back to the intern's
graduate institution. There is no standard form for this final evalua-
tion; generally it indicates that the intern has or has no., successfully
met the basic standards of professional practice, and indicates areas in
which the intern is particularly strong or weak.

Architecture

The evaluation process in architecture is far less feedback-oriented
than psychology's. Since the structure of the IDP architecture intern-
ship mandates that the candidate complete activities in a specified
number and range of areas, most of the evalurtion process simply
focuses on establishing that the required diversity of experiences has
actually occurred. Verification comes from four quarters: the intern
(recording), the sponsor/employer (verifying), the adviser (acknowl-
edging), and the IDP board (checking). Interns maintain continual
records of their activities using forms provided by the IDP central
office (see App, A), which their sponsors/employers sign monthly. No
place exists on the forms for the sponsor to indicate whether the work
was inadequate, satisfactory, or exemplary; it is assumed that if an
intern's work is of unsuitable quality, he or she will not have been
retained as a paid employee. Th- -,e times each year, the intern's
adviser, an architect from another firm, sign., record if he -- she
believes it to be accurate. Finally, upon completion of the intenisiiip,
the record is submitted to the IDP office itself, which, in an essentially
pro forma process, checks the intern's recorded activities against IDP
standards.

Medicine

The evaluation process in medicine is similar to psychology's in its
emphasis on the formative, the process sarves to guide constructive
criticism between residents and preceptors, to make preceptors and
residents more aware of their responsibilities in clinical teaching, and
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to improve clinical teaching and resident performance (Saint Margaret
Memorial Hospital, 1988). The actual evaluation process is left to the
discretion of the individual program, but all board certified specialtigNs
require that programs offer some systematic and regular routine of Lair
and objective assessment of residents. As in psychology, most feedback
comes from the daily contact between residents and preceptors, but all
programs offer more formal evaluation as well, generally on a monthly
or bimonthly basis. Often, preceptors are asked to rate residents on
their mastery of fundamental skills (e.g., patient management, physical
diagnosis skills) and attitudes (e.g., dependability, ability to work with
others, And residents are frequently asked to rate their preceptors in
parallel areas. The rating forms enter the resident's permanent file,
and at the end of the residency they are used, in conjunction with
other information, to determine whether tne resident has satisfactorily
completed the requirements of the residency. As in all of the other
professions described, guided judgments by expert professionals are the
basis for decisions about candidate competency.

1 3



III. STANDARDS FOR AN INTERNSHIP
PROGRAM

With the assistance of The RAND Corporation, the Minnesota
Board of Teaching convened a committee of eight practicing teachers
and teacher educators' to develop standards for an internship in teach-
ing that would be part of the state's licensing process. After examining
al disc sing internship standards from a number of other profes-
sions, descriptions of program content and intern experiences, and
examples of intern evaluation forms and procedures, the committee
produced a document establishing standards for a teaching internship.

The heart of the document is a series of standards addressing five
aspects of the internship program: (1) educational orogram, (2)
interns, (3) administrative structure, (4) faculty and staffing, and (5)
facilities and resources. These standards establish basic criteria that
programs would have to meet to be accredited by the Board of Teach-
ing Cardidates will be required to complete accredited internship pro-
grams ' ,fore beirg permitted to sit for Minnesota's test of teaching
skills (SKOPE-S), the proposed fin& step in the state's licensing pro-
cess When the program is fully implemented, internships will occur
within the structure of institutionalized programs or professional prac-
tice schools Hirt' :ing all the standards established by the committee. It
is recognized that internship programs will take some time to set up
and fine tune Therefore, during a transitional period (of length to be
4 qerinined), candidates completing programs meeting only the basic
educational program requirements (Section I of the internship stan-
dards) would be eligible for licensure.

In addition to articulating internship standards in these five yeas,
the committee document dis.-usses the p.econditions for establishing a
mandatory internship. It opens with a preamble stressing that the leg-
islature must provide sufficient funding to schools and universities
in-olved in internship programs to allow them to 1_, held accountoble
for their performance. If adequate funding is not provided, the drafters
agree, an internship should nct be a prerequisite for licensure. The
document then describes the mission of a licensing process for teach-
ers: to provide the pulilic ..,nd the profession with a high level of

'The name, md positiens cf the committee members wem. Da.e Rapp, teacher and
chair, MBOT, _ oretta Agee, teacher. Jucly R.. hde, teacher, :Acne. ;Wield, teacher; Evelyu
Lynch, teacher educ-tor, Marie McNeff, teet1 -- educato., Eugene Anderson, teacher
educator, and Sherri Lindborg, stanol psychologl...
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confidence that a new teacher is fit for responsible independent prac-
tice. Given this mission, the internship is an indispensable prerequsite
for independent practice, since it offers a unique opportunity for sus-
tained observation and coaching of prospective teachers prior to thei7
licensure as professionals. The document goes on to define the basic
terms used throughout the standards: internship, intern or teacher
intern internship program, and clini:al school. (The standards docu-
ment is reproduced later in this section.)

Settings for Internships
Internship programs may be designed in a variety of ways and may

:ake place in different kinds of settings. A program may be operated
within one or more schools in a given school district; it may be
develoT,ed and operated by a consortium of districts or by a county or
regional office serving several districts; or it may become the corner-
stone of a school organized especially to suppurt this kind of training
function (i.e., a professional development school or clinical school).2

Scme proposals for such schools have suggested that they might
serve more than one beneficial purpose by locating, as teaching hospi-
tals have done, in traditionally underserved areas in central cities.
There, students may begin to receive state-of-the-art services from
expert practitioners wh.le novices are meanwhile acquiring the sensi-
tivity and skill to teach effectively.

The settings for internship programs are likely to vary, especially in
the short run, depending on the special needs and circumstances of
va, muslv situated schools, as well as their relationshipsin terms of
physical location as well as working relationships ,o particular schools
of education. This should not be troubling so long as all the programs,
regardless of setting, offer a commun educational exp,:rience to all
interns.

Educational Program

In Part I of the Board of Teaching committee document, the stan-
dards for the ,Klucatik nal program describe the core content and goals
ut the interns1,1p, including standards for duration, areas of instruction
ani experience, curriculum, essential characteristics, and descriptive

2The M.nnesut... standards inchtate that professional development schools will be pub
tic elementary or secondary schools rather than private schools, because kat funding
formulas arid govername arrangements make this a more manageable and legally defen
sible proposition. However, the task force suggested that it might be possible to include
nunpubhc schools as sites ifi . ,onsortium managed under the aegis of a public school
chatrict.
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materials Standard I.A establishes that the program will last full time
for one academic year. This standard distinguishes an internship from
the current student teaching experience, which is neither full time nor
full year, and stresses that the internship is to be an intensive, sus-
tained exposure to the practice of teaching.

Standards I.B.1 to I.B.9 describe nine activities that represent the
fundamental features of an internship experience in teaching, including
using ar ' nalyzing research, observing other teachers, and reflecting
upon ana analyzing teaching experiences. They define the essential
areas that a professional teacher should be exposed to before indepen-
dent practice, and suggest an expected tone for internships: one of sup-
port, broad exposure, and immersion in the subtleties of the profession.
The standards go on to explain that experience in these areas may be
acquired either didactically or clinically, and suggest a variety of
appropriate methods of exposure, ranging from lectures and assigned
readings to in-class coarhing and support groups. This list of methods
allows for flexibility within and among internp programs, and per-
mits exposure to a wider range of issues and circumstances than would
be possible with a less inclusive conception of appropriate methods.

One of the I.B standards, I.B.3, merits individual discussion. The
standard requires that the intern experience an adequate variety of
teaching situations, including variety in student age or grade levels, stu-
dent learning characteristics, subject areas, student demographic or cul-
tural characteristics, ar types of communities. Familiarity with dif-
ferent settings may be ,.. ..ieved through a number of means, including
instruction, observation, or actual practice, but to the extent practically
possible, exposure should be gained through actiial experikoce. In con-
junction with standard II.B below (that the intern will be evaluated in
at least two different teaching settings), standard I.B.3 makes it man-
datory that the intern actually practice in more than one teaching
environment This requirement might be met by, for instance, spend-
ing one semester in an affluent suburban school and cne semester in
an impoverished ir- r city school, supplemented by videotapes and
essays on rural education, or by spending ten weeks in each of four
grades within a rural elementary school, supplemented with time spent
observing an urban elementary school, or by devoting one semester to
observing and helping to teach each of a high school's math classes and
spending the 1,ext semester witn complete responsibility for two sec-
tions of eleventh grade math, supplemented by daily observations of
t hese students' science and English classes. In each of these exampler,,
the intero is provided with breadth of exposure.

Standard I.0 establishes that an appropriate curriculum frr :-...iy

internship program will be based on the common developmental needs

i u
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of beginni,ig teachers. and stresses the importance of providing interns
with both formal and informal instruction offered throughout the year.
This standard requires internship programs to view themselves as
actual programs (as opposed to ad hoc collaborations between individ-
ual mentors and interns), and to establish educatic nal opportunities
developmentally appropriate to the needs of interns.

Standards I.D.1 to LD.3 require programs to provide interns with
the assistance necessary to perform as beginning teachers, including sys-
tematic and regular support, an appropriate and progressive degree of
responsibility, and an optimal teaching load. These three support
mechanisms are meant to ensure that interns will not be overwhelmed
by inappropriate levels of responsibilit) during their first year in the
classroom.

Standard I.E requires programs to develop and distribute descriptive
materials describing their goals and content. This ensures that interns
will be able to consider and select programs on the basis of iiieir own
needs and interests.

Interns

The standards for interns address issues relating directly to interns,
including their number, evaluation, and entry and exit requirements.
Standard II.A calls upon each program to determine the number of
interns it will best be able to serve, and expresses the preference that
each program have a sufficient number of interns to allow for peer
interaction and support, as well as efficient and adequate instruction.
A program that ser es a critical mass of interns is more likely to per-
ceive part of its mini )n to be the training of future professionals (as
well as the instruction of students) than is a program that takes on
only a few interns each year. But because requ;ring a minimum
number of participants might eliminate otherwise ay., -opriate settings
from consideration as internship sites, the standard allows for acme
flexibility.

Sttoidaid II.B requires programs to establish procedures for assessing
the interns' acquisition of the skills and dispositions required for a
beginning teacher in the state of Minnesota according to the state's
Viswn for Teacher Education, and suggests a variety of means by which
this might be achieved. The standard also establishes that the intern
inust be assessed in at least two different settinr such as third grade
and fifth grade, urban and rural, cr low and high SES. This standard
emphasizes that the purpose of the internship i3 to cultivate in begin-
ning teachers the knowiedge, skills, dispositions, and ethical standards
that the state of Minnesota has deemed desirable in beginning
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teat.,ers, and calls upon the internship to serve as one of the screens in
the licensure process. It also establishes the importance of providing
the intern with regular formative evaluation, and, with standard I.B.3,
establishes the need for the intern to practice in at least two diverse
settings.

Standards II.0 and II.D establish when in the prospective teacher's
career the internship is to take place: after having completed all
relevant didactic and practicum experiences necessary for graduation
from an approved teacher education program, and prior to sitting for
the Minnesota test of beginning teaching skills (SKOPE-S). The first
ui these eliminates the possibility that the internship would become an
"alternate route" for individuals wh ) have not participated in a formal
teacher education program, the second establishes the internship's role
as a prerequisite to sitting for the skills test.

Administrative Structure

The standards for administrative structure establish noims for the
governance of the internship program, including requirements for the
director, parti.ipating institutions, advisory board, resource allocation,
staff and intern selection, and camaraderie. Standard III.A establishes
that an internship program should have a director with appropriate
qualifications who will devote a sufficient amount of time to the
internship program so that it will work effectively. This ensures that
the internship will not become everyone's second priority and no one's
first.

Standard III.B states that an intt 3hip program will involve one or
more school distEcts and one or more teacher preparation institutions.
This ensures that internship programs will be collaborative efforts
between schools and institutions of higher education, and establishes
the possibility of consortia. Standard III.0 requires each program to
have an adusory board, which is intend-3 to give guidance on policy
decisions and to encourage close working relations between the parties
involved.

Standards III.D.1, III.D 2, and III.E compel programs to establish
procedures that will institutionalize the internship. Standards III.D.1
and 2 require programs to descril., the process by whkh resources,
including staff, are allocated to the program, and to provide sufficient
administrative support and staff compensation to allow the program to
function smoothly and effectively. This standard requires institutions
to look upon the internship program as a central responsibility of those
involved with it, and not as a peripheral project a few staff members



have chosen to spend some time working on. Standard IH.E requires a
program to establish procedures for appointment of staff, selection of
interns, and ongoing reueu and evaluation of the program, further insti-
tutionalizing its status. Standard HI.F requires all programs to
encourage camaraderie among interns and to facilitate information
exchange among and between interns arid faculty. This standard is
particularly directed at consortia, which, because of their lack of a cen-
tral site, risk becoming fragmented.

Faculty and Staffing

The standards for faculty and staffing attempt to ensure that intern-
ship programs will be staffed only by outstanding professionals who
receive the support and training necessary to permit them to do an
exemplary job. Standard IV.A states that the director and advisory
board will establish procedures Ph selecting faculty and staff, and that
personnel will be selected both from school sites and institutions of
higher education. This standard creates a norm that staff will be
selected according to certain criteria, not assigned as if to cafeteria
duty, and further ensures that the program will be a collaboration
between school districts and institutions of higher education.

Standard IV r rt luires internship staff to meet a variety of criteria,
including having a st teaching record, adequate special training,
and a demonstrated iriLerest in the profession. This standard requires
progran s to proNide interns with professional role models who exem-
plify the norms that the internship seeks to inculcate. Standard IV.0
:equires programs to have a staff of sufficient number and variety to
meet the requirements of the eCiukational program, thereby requiring
programs to allocate sufficient resources to permit adequate stuffing.
Standard IV ri requires programs to proside staff with continuous pro-
fessional dek.elopment opportunities. This standard not only set; es to
increase the quality of supervision and support that interns will
receive, but also establishes a norm within the school of continuous
growth and learning among all faculty members. The close relation-
ship between an institution of higher education and the internship pro
gram site ought open opportunities for sustained and meaningful
dialogue between professionals at the uniAereity and at the school.
Standard IV.E reminds the staff that it is their responsibility to partic
ipate actively in an ongoing assessment of the intern's progress, echoing
at the staff level the institutional requi-ements established in 1.8.7,
11.8, and III.E above.
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Facilities and Resources

The standards for facilities and resources establish guidelines for
appropriate internship settings. Standard V.A states that ;Fiternship
programs will take place in public school settings in the state of Min-
nesota. This standard establishes that internships will take place in
actual clinical settings. It is not intended to preclude the possibility of
a private school participating in a consortium. Standard V.B states
that an internship program should offer sufficient program diversity to
ensure a variety of educational experiences, and should serve a student
body reflective of the state's diverse population. This standard echoes
the requirements of standards I.B.3 and ILB in requiring interns to
understand and be exposed to the wide range of public education
experiences in the state of Minnesota. It encourages schools whose
population is fairly homogeneous to form consortia with schools that
serve a more diverse population.

Standard V.0 requires that internsh:p programs have adequate facili-
ties, equipment and materials to permit the program to meet the stan-
dards for educational experiences. The standard suggests a number of
features, such as access to a professional library, sufficient space for
intern instruction, and materials necessary for high-qualit, student and
intern education, that a school site or consortium should provide. The
standard is meant to encourage internship sites, and those governing
bodies responsible for their funding, to create situations in which facil-
ity and resource limitations do not interfete with the intern's ability to
benefit from the internship experience. The standard is not intended
to prevent interns from working in settings where efforts to receive
adequate funding have not yet been successful.

The next several pages reprint the recommendations made to the
Minnesota Board of Teaching by its committee on internship stan-
dards.
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RECOMMENDATIONS OF INTERNSHIP TASK FORCE TO
MINNESOTA BOARD OF TEACHING REGARDING

STANDARDS FOR INTERNSHIP PROGRAMS

PREAMBLE

Adequate funding will be provided by the legislature to schools
and universities to provide the resources needed for excellent intern-
ship programs in which all participants can be accountable for their
performance.

MISSION

The licensing process for teachers should provide the public and
the profession with a high level of confidence that a new teacher is
fit for responsible, independent practice. The MBOT is instituting
the internship as a key component in the licensing process to pro-
vide an opportunit, for prospective teachers to acquire and demon-
strate the knowledge, skills, dispositions, and ethical standards
necessary for such practice. The intern must successfully complete
the internship (and other licensing requirements) as a condition for
being awarded a continuing professional license.

STATEMENT OF INTENT

All candidates for a continuing teaching license in Minnesota
shall undergo an internsh;p. Initially, these iaternships may or may
not occur within the structure of fully institutionalized programs or
clinical schools. Howver, at minimum, all intunships should meet
the standards described in Part I herein.

It shall be the policy of Minnesota to develop and institutionalize
internship programs throughout the state as soon as possible and
make these opportunities available to as many candidates as is prac-
tical. These programs shall meet all of the standards herein.

It shall also be the policy of Minnesota to create clinical schools
to serve as training sites for internship programs.
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DefillitiOris

An internship is a structured experience by means of which a can-
didate for teP hing receives the supervision, opportunity for guided
practice, ed ion, assessment, and feedback needed to acquire and
demonstrate the teaching knowledge, skills, and dispositions
required for responsible, independent practice.

An internship program is a set of organized activities werated by
schools and universities under a distinct administrative structure
created solely for the purpose of training teacher interns. A pro-
gram may be operated within a school district or across a consor-
tium of school districts, in one or more schools, including clinical
schools. Some components of a program may also operate on the
campuses of higher education institutions.

Clinical schools, the educational analogue of teaching hospitals.
are public schools serving the dual purpose of educating students
and preparing teachers Such schools will be staffed by a mix of
highly expert professionals and teacher interns, with direct connec-
tions to a school of education. Although a variety of models may be
appropriate, certain features, such as heavy staffing, a commitment
to high-quality education for students and interns, exhibition of
state -f-the-art practice, and an atmosphere oC collegiality, Oiould be
present in all clinical schools. Whenever possible, such schools shall
be established ;n areas of highest need, thereby providing a stablt
highly skilled core teaching faculty to populations historizally under
served.

I. THE EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM

A Duration. The Internship ;hall be full time for one academic
year

B Instruction and Experience. By means of didactic and
dirical experience, such as supervision, seminars, lectu s, assigned
eading, demonstration, in-class coaching and support groups, the
internship will proide opportunities (including s,stematic instruc-
tion and experience) for:

1 Applying knowledge to the major tasks of teaching, Including
diagnosing studerts' needs, developing learning plans, delivering
instruction, evaluating student progress, managing the learning
environment, and other professional duties.

2. Reflecting upon and analyzing :each;ng experiences.

alisimmol
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3. Experiencing an adequate variety of teachinj situations, ;nclud-
ing variety in student age or grade levels, student ltarning charteeris
tics, subject areas, student demographic or cultural chiracteristics, dnd
types of communities. Familiarity with these diverse teaching situa-
tions can be accomplished by instruct: .1, observation, or actual prac-
tice. Tv the extent that it is practically possible, familiarity should be
achieved through actual practice in different settings.

4. Using and analyzing research.
5. Participating in a variety of professional activities beyond the

classroom.
6. Observing other teachers.
7. Receiving systematic, ongoing assessment with procedures for

intensive support as needed.
8. Instruction in professional ethics.
9. Familiarization with the operation of the entire school pro-

gram, including knowledge of resources and procedures for acquiring
needed services for students.

C. Curriculum. The curriculum will be guided by the common
developmental needs of beginning teachers. In a progressive fashion,
it should expose interns to topics appropriate to their level of train-
ing. It should support the translation of theory into practice, focus-
ing both on applications a knowledge and practical concerns. The
curriculum must be well organized, based on sound educational prin-
riples, and carried out on a regularly scheduled basis which includes
organized formal instruction (prepared lectures, seminars, assigned
rt -dings, etc.) as well as less formal training (e.g., staff meetings,
conferences, social interactions).

D. Essential Characteristics. In addition to systematic
instruction and substantial experience in the areas listed above, a
program should also provide:

1. Systematic and regular support, in the form of regularly
scheduled individual supervision. As a general rule, each ;ntern
should have at least two hours of individual supervision v. ekly.
This is in addition to teaching observations, conferences, ano sem-
inars

2. An appropriate and progressive degree c` responsibility for

teaching students.
3. An optimal teaching load, such that the training functions of

the internship are not overwhelmed by the service functions.

E. Descriptive Materials. Internship programs shall develop
and distribute descriptive materials in which the goals and content
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of the programs and characteristics of the student opulations and
community settings are accurately depicted, so that interns may
match the program emphasis with intern interests.

IL INTERNS

A. Number. Each program wi:i determine the number rf interns
to be served, given the resources it has available. It is desirable that
a program have a sufficient number of interns to allow for pear
interaction and support, as well as adequate instruction.

B. Assessmvnt. The progrtm shall establish a procedure for
assessing the acquisition of the °kills and dispositions rrquired for a
beginning teacher.3 These skills and dispositions mu4t be developed
and assessed in at least two diverse teaching settings, which vary by
at least two dimensions listed in Part I.B.3. above, as appropriate to
the specific license of the intc.rn. The program may ascerta.in this
acquisition by multiple measthes, including:

Observation
Interviews and weekly conferences
Teaching products, such as less,. plans, examples of student
assignnients, tests, etc.
Self-reports by intern
Clinical supervision
Consumer satisfaction

C. Prerequisites. To be admitted to the program, interns must
have graduated from or have completed all of the relevant didactic
and practicum experiences necessary for graduation from an
approved teacher education program.

D Exit Requirements. The intern must successfully complete
the internship prior to sitting for the Minnesota test of beginning
teaching skills [Part II of the Skill° and Knowledge of Professional
Educators test (SKOPE)]. Successful completion will be determined
by the director of the program on the recommendation of the pro-
gram staff Such determination should include an attestation that
the intern has developed professional ci:spositions and meets the
ethical standards of the Minnesota Teachers' Code of Ethics. [See
App. C.)

3See App B. which A an extra t. from Muulesota's Vision for Teacher Education,
pp 22-30.
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III. ADMINISTRATIVE STRUCTURE

A. Director. Each program shall have a director whose major
responsibility is to maintain and enhance the internship program.
The director must be licensed by the Board of Teaching or possess
equivalent qualifications, ai.d must devote a sufficient number of
hours weekly to the internship program to ensure that it is effec-
tively managed.

B. Participating Institution. Each program shall include one
or more school districts and one or more teacher preparing institu-
tions whose relevant teacher education programs are approved by
the Minnesota Board of Teaching. These schools and IHEs must
meet all applicable accreditation standards.

C. Advisory Board. Eaoh program shall have an advisory board
vNith representatives of all participating institutions, to advise on
policy decisions and facilitate close working relations.

D. Resource Allocation. The program shall have a description
of the process by which institutional resources, including staff, are
allocated for the educational purposes of the internship:

1. Administrative support for the internship program shall be
apparent in terms of adequacy and stability of resources and specific
budgeting for training operations, including financial support for
interns.

2. All participating institutions siiall recognize the internship
activities of staff as part of their regular duties and shall provide the
time and structures necessary to support such work.

E. Staff and Intern Selection. The program shall establish an
operational system for appointment of staff, selectik,n of interns,
supervision and evaluation uf interns, assurance of due process for
interns and staff, and ongoing reiew and e-.aluation of the program.

F. Camaraderie. All sites, including consortia, shall encourage
camarauerie among interns and should facilitate information
exchange among and between interns and faculty.

IV. FACULTY AND STAFFING

A. Selectior Procedures. The director and ad, ,sury board will
dete,-mine procalures for selecting faculty and staff. Staff will
include personnel from both school districts and teacher education
p:ograms.
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B. Staff Characteristics. The internship staff should have a
strong interest in teaching and be willing and able to contribute the
necessary dm, and effort t, ,he education program. The key profes-
sional personnel, as teachers, clinical supervisors, and/or administra-
tors, should:

Have adequate specia; training and experience
Participate regularly in professional activities
Participate in their own continuing education
Actively share teaching expertise
Exhibit sincere interest in education research and develop-
ment.

C. Number and Variety. The internship program shall be
staffed by qualified educators in surficient numbers to achieve its
goals and objectives A sufficient number and variety of staff are
needed to provide the interns with the instruction, supervisicn, and
support required of the educational program (as described aboe).

D. Professional Development. Programs shall provide con-
tinuous professional development for staff t- better enable them to
carry out their internship functions.

E. Intern Assessment. It is the responsibility of the staff to
actaely participate in an ongoing asse,sment of the intern's prog-
ress.

V. FACILITIES AND RESOURCES

A. Site. The internship shall take place in public hool settings
in the state of Minnesota.

B. Program Diversity. Those sites or consortia participating
in an internship program shall, independently or jointly, offer suffi-
cient program diversity to ensure a dr:ety of educational experi-
ences. These sites shou'd also serve a student body reflective of the
state's diverse population.

C. Adequate Facilities. School sites or consortia p-.nviding
internship programs shall hae adequate facilities, equipment, and
materials to provide the educational experience, and opportunities
set forth in the program requirements. These include: access to an
adequate library providing standard reference texts, curriculum

(
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materials, and current professional journals; sufficient space for
intern instruction; adequate facilities and technologies for interns to
carry out their teaching and personal education responsibilities; a
student record system that facilitates both quality instruction and
intern education; laboratory and classroom facilities of sufficient
qualit: 4,o promotd professional instruction; and all other materials
necessary for high quality student and intern education.



IV. IMPLEMENTING THE INTERNSHIP:
THE VALUE OF CLINICAL SCHOOLS

FINANCING THE INTERNSHIP

The first implementation issue is financing. One of the reasons that
sound, supervised induction to teaching does not now occur is that no
agency is financed to carry it out. Teacher education, par icularly in
state colleges, is financed as if it were primarily a didactic activity. In
other words, the budgets of schools of education are predicated on the
production of credit-hours of instruction, assumed to be carried out
generally in large lectures and occasionally in sir Al seminars. Funds
for supervision of individual teacher candidates , -e meager to nonex
istent. As a result, the practical preparation of I icher candidates is
carried out in the low-budget enterprise known a._ student teaching. In
this enterprise, low-paid graduate assistants and junior-ranking educa-
tion school faculty members coordinate, menage, and oversee student
teachers Generally, these coordinators have very large numbers of stu-
dent teachers to oversee. Thus, the real burden of supervising student
teachers falls on "cooperating teachers," the practicing teachers who
work with student teachers. Because no financing is involved, schools
of education must rely upon he largesse of practicing teact rs who
v olunteer. Thus, there is no quality control over who volunteers, and
the motivations of some volunteers may not be altogether altruistic.

While schools of education are not financed to provide sound practi-
cal supervision to student teachers, n?.ither are school districts. Nom-
inally and legally, the responsibility for the supervision of beginning
teachers (and, for that matter, all teachers) falls to the school princi-
pal In certain instances, principals may adequately attend to the
needs of beginning teachers, particularly when the number of beginners
is very small. However, beginning teachers terd to cluster in particular
schools, especially in cities, and, increasingly, city school districts are
the ones in which new ,eachers will begin their careers. As a result,
principals in some schools have a very high supervisory burden, and
the quality of supervision is consequently limited.

The idea of mentors for teachers is gaining currency in many states
t ,day , currency, , but not financing. Mentors, though they may receive a
modest salary supplement, do not receive "released time"time during
which they are not expected to be teaching their own classesto engage
in direct superv ision of interns. The cost of a salary supplement is

38
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modest in reiation to the cost of reallocating teaching responsibilities so
that mentors and interns have real time to work together. As a result, the
growing popularity of "mentoring" contributes only modestly to the con-
-,_,4- of the internship being athanced in this report.

districts have only a partial incentive to allocate resources to
the ii,,,r ip function. fradition and convention have it that school
districts axe hiring fully qualified teachers when they hire new teacher
educe 'n graduates. Traditions are hard to change, especially when
conventional wisdom in some quarters is that knowledge and practice
are not essential to good teaching. School districts, especially urban
districts, may not capture the benefits of an increased investment in
structured induction. As new teachers leave urban r rural) school
districts to teach ir suburban districts (the traditional migration pat-
tern), the originating district has made the investment but the returns
on it will be captured by another (often wes!thier) district.

Teacher candidates might pay for their own internships as they, in
effect, now pay for their own student teaching by paying tuition for the
opportunity to practice teaching without compensation. However, rais-
ing the cost of entry to teaching by requiring interns to forego income
for a year-long internship does not seens iike sound policy as teaching
struggles over the next few years to attract candidates. Moreover,
other piofessions do not require candidates to pay for their inteinships.
Indeed, internships occur in clinical settings in which the intern per-
fcrms services for pay and is supenrised.

Since schools of education, school districts, and teaching interns
cannot or should not finance internships, the responsibility must fall
on the state. The benefits will be captured by the state, even as teach-
ers move around the state. Of course, the state will lose the benefits
for those who transfer out of state. A case can be made for federal
support. The federal case is not far-fetchtd because the federal govern-
ment has supported strengthening teaching hospitals for medical
internships for nearly 30 years. In addition, the crsts of medical
internships and residencies are supported by higher to. ula allocations
made to teaching hospitals in third-party payment schemes (both by
governnent and private insurers). In short, the benefits cf better-
prepared practitioners are acknowledged and publirly supported.

Realistically, the development of a teaching internship in Minnesota
and elsewhere must depend upon state support. It is conceivable that
some internship programs might be launched with private sector fund-
ing, whert concerned foundations or corporate givers perceive the bene-
fits of strengthening beginning teacher preparation in this way. Such
efforts could be helpful in planting tha, seeds. In the long run, though,
institutionalized funding mechanisms will keep those seeds alive.

Yo,
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As conceived in this report, internships need not and prably
should not operate in all 3chool districts. They should operate only in
school districts that want them and can mu.(ter a critical mass of
interns and marshall the intellcctual resources to properly implement a
program. If not all school districts have internships, not all will have
interns or what are now called first-year teachers. School districts
without internships will be free to hire teachers after they satisfactorily
complete internships.

The state has two optkns for the support of internships. The first
is through a grant to school districts. The state could run a competi-
tion in which school districts and consortiums of school districts, in
cooperation with schools of education, bid for funds. The compe ition
should be judged on the basis of criteria developed from internship
standards similar to those in this report. The winners would then offer
internships for a specified period of time, say five to ten years, and
would receive an annual grant.

Alternatively, the state could allow any district or consortium of dis-
tricts (again in cooperation with schools of education) to run intern-
ships so long as they met internship standards similar to those in this
report. In this case, the state could and should adjust state aid to pay
for the internships. A fo- nula could be developed that wuuld compen-
sate districts for the extra costs of the internship.

In both cases, the internships would have to meet state standards.
In the former case, the state might have more leverage to shape pro-
grams, especially at the beginning. This leverage, and the ability to
offer technical assistance where needed, may help the state address
some predictable quandaries that might be more difficult to manage if
internships emerged with less guidance. For example, the state may be
concerned about insuring an equitable geographic distribution of pro-
grams while, at the same time, maintaining equitable standards for
prognms The state may also want to assist new programs in forming
new relationships and m, dels, and in avoiding common pitfalls. The
major point, however, is toot the internship, as defl.ed in t1-..s report,
will require new resources to finance the time of the members of the
internship staff

STATUS AND COMPENSATION OF INTERNS

As construed in this report, interns are college graduates who are
not yet licensed for independent practice. They are teaching, but are
still learning to teach They are not student teachers, but not author
ized to teach without supervision. The internship is the culmination of
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teacher education and the first year of teaching. It is a prerequisite for
the final test (SKOPE-S) to become a teacher. In short, "intern" is a
new status.

School districts will have to treat interns differently. In particular,
the school district must ensure that the intern is closely supervised.
This will require, at minimum, that the district allocate senior person-
nel time to perform the supervision. While the intern may teach
classes when no higher authority is present, that teaching will have
been planned in consultation with the internship staff and will "oe
reviewed with the staff as well. Clearly, direct supervision need not
mean constant supervision. The point is that the in'an is not sokely

responsible for the instruction he or she carries out.
The cost of supervision is high; indeed, it is the if.ost costly com-

ponent of teacher education. Its true cost is the reason that supervi-
sion is seldom carried out properly. If the internship occurs in a tradi-
tionally organLed, self contained classroom school, a teacher working
:ull time as a mentor can supervise from seven to ten interns. Thus,
the cost of mentoring is the salary of the mentor divided by the
number of interns to be supervised. Supervision can cost from $350e
to $6500 per intein. For this reason, it may be more cost effective to
resteucture schoolsto create clinicai schoolsto facilitate the supervi-
sion of interns. One possibility is team teaching, in which senior and
junior teaching personnel jointly plan and deliver instruction to a large
number of students. In this scenario, a senior teacher might function
as the team leader and supervise a mix of licensed teachers and
interns. Thus, three teachers and two interns, might be responsible for
instructing 100 students. Team teaching need not increase costs. Of
course, more and less costly arrangements can tw envisioned as the mix
of senior and junior personnel and their ratio to students is varied.
Though many configurations are possible, an elementary or secondary
school with 100 students per grade level, or a department serving 100
students, would accommodate a team teaching arrangement.

The salaries of Interns mid be the current salaries of beginning
teachersor they could be somewhat lower. The determination of
salary level rests on two sets of considerations.

One set concerns compensation for work performed. If an intern
"carries a full teaching load," then perhaps the intern should receive
full compensation. On the other hand, since the intern must be super-
vised, the cost of educating a classroum is increased by the cost of the
intern's supervision. Who should bear the additional cost? The bene-
fits of that supervision acei ue to several parties. The intern's current
students (and school district) receive the bunefits of a supervised intern
rather than the unsupervised teaching of a first-year teacher. The
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intern's future students receive the benefits of a well-trained teacher.
The intern obviously receives the benefits as well.

If the intern carries less than a full teaching load, there is an argu-
ment for less than full compensation. The school district must ulti-
mately pay for the education of all its students. If an intern has less
than a full load, the school district will have to hire more teaching per-
sonnel. Less than full compensation may also be justified because the
intern is receiving continuing instruction in teaching. Thus, reduced
compensation can help to finance the internship program. In at least
one internship program elsewhere, interns are to be hired as three-
quarter-time teachers, teaching fewer hours than full-time teachers and
being paid on an equivalent (75 percent) basis, with no change to the
existing teacher salary schedules.

But setting compensation levels is only partly related to the worth of
the intern's work and the cost of the internship. Compensation is also
determined by supply and e-mani forces. Intern compensation does
have effects on the attractiveness of teaching as a career. In periods of
anticipated shortage, prudence may counsel against increasing the cost
of entry to teaching.

Politically, as preparation standards for teaching increase, and as
licensing standards increase, policymakers will have to balance the
temptation to pass those costs to the interns against the need to ease
the financial costs cf ntry to teaching. It may be prudent not to pass
on too many costs to the prospective teacher.

A particularly important stat,,s consideration is the eligibility of
interns for union membership, an issue obviously to be settled by the
unions themselves. The intern's union status can make implementa-
tion of the internship program easy or problematic.

If interns are full union members, two problems arise. First, senior
teachers may be reluctant to take part in the evaluation of one of their
"peers." Yet senior teachers will have the most thorough and dire:I
knowledge o. the intern's performance. lo exclude them from partici-
pating in the determination of whether the intern has satisfactorily
completed the internship i3 to render that determination less effective.
Second, if a full union member, the intern might be entitled to the full
protection of the union in cases where it is judged that he or she has
not successfully ,:ompleted the internship. A union-managemenc
adversarial relationship is net conducive to vesting the internship with
the integrity that will be required to establish public trust.

Thus, it would be better for the unions to create a special (less than
full, membership status ft,: interns. The precedent in the National
Education Association would be the student membership. Student
teachers can, at a low fee, become student members of the NEA. In



this status, they receive some but not full member benefits. Another
precedent is the Toledo Federation of Teachers' treatment of interns in
its pathbreaking intern program established in the early 1980s (Wise et
al., 1984). The union accepted interns as members, but with the spe-
cial statusand evaluation processfor interns spelled out in advance
in the contract. This special status was a cornerstone of the unique
labor-management relationship that allowed the program to become
effective.

PLANNING FOR THE INTERNSHIP PROGRAM

Key to the success of the program will be the sekction of outstand-
ing teachers who also have the capacity to be internship staff. The
weakness of student teaching has been in part attributable to the few
criteria for selecting "cooperating teachers," their lack of training, and
the absence of a supportive structure. The Minnesota standards
require internship programs to have procedures for selecting staff. The
very clear implication is that not all teachers, in fact not even all out-
standing teachers, are qualified to be internship staff. The standards
note that the . arnship staff should consist of peopie who have
actively shared their teaching expertise, exhibited since:e interest in
education research and developmen*, participated in their own educa-
tion, participated regularly in professional activities, and have under-
gone special training.

Candidates for the internship staff will apply; no one should be
required to join an internship staff. The selection process should
aFsess the applicants according to criteria consistent with those noted

the standards. Being a member of the internship staff implies
responsibilities in addition to teaching schooi children It need not,
however, imply a new and permanent change in role.

Specifically, as envisioned here, a school district need not create a
"career ladder" to institute the internship program. The mentoring
function need nit rest on a permanent, bureaocratkally defined change
in role. Joining an internship staff is an activity that some senior
teachers may wish to engage in for either a short or long period. How-
ever, not all senior teachers will want to leave classroom teaching, and
not all will be suited to the internship function.

The spirit of the internship program that it should be an educa-
tional experience for all participants. a Pxperience with internship
programs suggests that mentors let es they supervise. Each
program's culture and organizati_nal features should encourage learn-
ing by all participants. Thus, much uf the "training" of the internship

1; ,-,
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staff will be i own collectively designed and implemented staff
development.

Until the internship concept takes root and becomes the standard,
schools c,f education, school districts, unions, and researchers should be
developing plans, courses, and optio -s to facilitate the crucia1 first gen-
eration of programs. The work has already begun. Recently published
is The Mentor Teacher Casebook (Shulman and Colbert, 1987).
Interest is growing in the problems of beginning teachers (Association
of Teacher Educators, 1989). A leading professional journal has
devoted a special issue to teacher induction (Journal of Teacher Educa-
tion, 1986).

But more development work is necessary. The standards for the
educational program are demanding. Systematic attention should be
given to numerous questions. What are alternative models for clinical
supervision' Which are most appropriate for supervising interns?
What are alternative approaches fur reconciling formative and summa-
tive intern evaluation' What kinds of pedagogical instruction can best
be provided in the internship': What kind of pedagogical preparation
should be provided before the internship year? What combination of
coaching and didactic inn-ruction will best develop reflective teaching?
How can observation be structured so that interns learn from what
they see' What kinds of arrangements can be made between urban
and rural districts to provide for diversity in the internship? What
kind of instructi_in about teaching students of different characteristics
might c-ibstitute for actually teaching students of those characteristics?
Reflect:n oil these questions will ..elp to prepare for the internship
program.

Though an internship progran, can be implemented ir traditional
schools, it is likely that it can bc conducted more effectively in profes-
sional development or clinical schools. Moreover, by moving away
from the self-contained classroom organizaticw, the clinical school can
operate an internship at a lower cost than a traditional school. As
noted earlier, the traditional school requires that the cost of supervi-
sion be over and above the cost of instruction. Restructuring the
school to permit mixes of senior and junior staff to deliver instruction
to a large group of students vests responsibility for . atruction with the
senior staff while permitting the junior staff to deliver some of tne
instruction The cost of instruction need be no higher than the cost of
instruction at other schools in the district.

The location of clinical schools has Leen discussed elsewhere (Wise
et al., 1987). There is a strong case to be made for locating them in
school buildings that currently experience high faculty turnover. These
buildings already function as professional development schools of a

f", i
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sort, though -,ot by design and generally not well. Moreover, the stu-
dents in these buildings ar,, the students most often in need of good
instruction, although they do not receive it.

School districts considering the creation of cl:nical schools should
study teacher transfer and turnover patterns. Transfer patterns will
locate the high-turnover schools. Overall turnover patterns will help
the district to anticipate the rumbers of new teachers to be hired and

inducted.

CONCLUDING COMMENTS

A final question is when the internship should be implemented. As
envisioned in this report, the internship is embedded in a licensing pro-
cess. At present, the tests that will precede and follow the internship
are in the early stages of development. There is no reason to defer the
implementation of the interns:,., until the tests are ready. The intern-
ship can stand aione as an improvement in teacher education. More-
over, the internship requires significant organization in the case of
traditional schools, and substantial reorganization in the case of clini-
cal schools. Thus, full implementation of internship programs will
take some time. By the time the internship is operational, the tests
should be ready for gen..:ral adminis ation.

One question sure to arise is whether the internship outlined here
c. Ald be a substitute for (rather than an extension of) traditional
teacher education. The internship is designed to improve the practical
preparation of teachers. It supplements and, in some circumstances,
may even supplant student teaching. Although the internship will have
a substantial didactic component in which teaching theory and
research will be reviewed, the time allotted to direct instruction will be
too limited to convey the breadth and depth of pedagogical (much less
professional) knowledge that new teachers must have. In short, the
internship provides no substitute for the intellectual pr_paration for
teaching that properly takes place in the university.

The internship represents a rearrangement of institutional roles and
responsibilities for teacher education and induction It involves the
state, via its board of teaching, in teache: education in a new way. It
cannot be simply mandated, as is often the case with educational inno
vations. To expect school districts o: schools of education to absorb
the costs is unrealistic. To mandate that they implement the program
without new funds is to beg for superficial Apliance which, in the
end, will discredit the idea. And one more 6 x A educational idea will
have been "proved" ineffective before it was ever really tried.

C;)
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Poncymakers and the public demand accountability in education.
But before teachers can be held accountable, they must be thorough'
prepared for their work. And before the public can know that teachers
have been prepared for their work, teacher licensing must be
overhauled. The internship will provide practical preparation for the
proznective teacher and evidence to the public and policyretkers that
the candidate merits the license to practne the profession of teaching.

C i)



Appendix A

EXAMPLES OF EVALUATION FORMS

On ths following pages are some examples of forrus used in different
professiohs to verify and evaluate the on-the-job performance of
interns.1

I"IDP Sample Recordkeeping Form" used by permiu..m of the National Council of
Architectural Registration Boards, "Verification of Clinical Competence Form" used by
permission of the American Board oi PecEstrics.
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Floor/Unit
Resident/Intern

ProcePfix
Dates on Floor/Unit: From: To:

Samp is Form
for Evaluating Psychiatric Warns

Estimated contact in IVJrs
Please circle: <5 5-10 10-15 >15

THL0 SIDE TO BE COMPLETED Ei'y THE PRECEPTOR: DR.
This resident has demonstrated:

Skies EXCEL LENT G000 FAIR POOR
NOT

08SERVED

1. Relationship with patients 4 2. 2 1 X

2. Physical diagnosis skies 4 3 2 1 X

3 Ability to communicate 4 3 2 1 X

4. Patient management 4 3 2 1 X

5. Quaky of written record 4 3 2 1 X

6. Quality of patian: workup A 3 2 1 X

Knowledge
7 Medical knowledge 4 3 2 1 X

8. Knowtedge of own limitations 4 3 2 1 X

9 Patient-related reading and
study 4 3 2 1 X

10. Critical evaluation of data 4 3 2 1 X

11 Awareness of patient's
psychosoclal and/or family
issues 4 3 2 1 X

Aptitude/Overall Performance
12. Reliability. dependability 4 3 2 1 X

13 Abiety to work with others .4 3 2 1 X

14. Motivation 4 3 2 1 X

15. General nbaity as a resident t 3 2 1 X

16 Specific suggestions for
improvement.

17 What aspects of this resident's performahre are perticulany good

18 Other ornments regarding thts resident.

Signature of resident being ova/4183*d:

At',1
-41
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IDP SAMPLE RECORDKEEPING FORM
(see reverse side for recording instructions)

!i a 1

I
c ; v 1 `Ars Foe Per1o0 1

Training Antes 1 3" r----- --,------1

_ I
g Sup Work

> 4: i Educ Els)
-11 I

10

tA DESIGN Si CONSTRUCTION
--I f -.-1 PROGRAMMING 6 CLIENT CONTACT ' 10 4

2 SITE & ENVIRONMENTAL ANALYSIS 10 i
3 SCHEMATIC DESIGN

_I_
15 4_

4 BUILDING COST ANALYSIS f0
5 CODE RESEARCH 15
6 OESIGN DEVELOPMENT 40 i

7 CONSTRUCTION DOCUMENTS 155

8 SPECIFICATIONS & MATERIALS
9 DOCUMENT CHECKING

Total Minimum Ws Required Catalog A

CCAISTRUCTION AOWNISTRATION
0 BIDDING 6 CONTRACT NEGOTIATION
11 CONSTRUCTION OFf ICE
12 CONSTRUCTION OBSERVATION 15

Total Minimum Vila Required_Catelory b 7C

15

15

4
_4

4_

--..--7.--r

Note White areas ri

20

350 , T ne abo,,e IrsUng of moulted mmlnluneS totals 28
75 VU S may De acquired e, one Area or spread

C OFFICE MANAGEMENT
13 OFFICE PROCEDURES
14 PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITIES

Total Minimum Ms Required Category C

O RELATED ACTIVITIES
15

16

17

le
'9
20

No Minimum Regreroent

'5
10

35

0

TOTAL Vti'S REOUIRED -4 700

The aboy.a liStng 01 reouireo minimum s !Ole. 40
30 VU s mar De aCquIre0 ,n one Area nr spread t

14: . T 7.1r--1-1

Tine above istng of regu,e0 mtrumum totals 25
l 0 VU S ,n:y De acou,reo In one Area Of spread 1

The abovefishng Of ,e1gLored nr4r, nmns n Carew, es A 8 and C Wats at, s aaow,nb 'or 235 adda,onal rrll $ lob*
Caregooes For detailed desC, of ons or ,OP ng Carego,e, arra approved sudpiernentary eclucalron act,

Dar y

CernfIcatons

intern A hfect

pale

Prase Dr."! of ewe

Sponsor

Date

Jur ,sdiCtionl51,0



Council Record No.

PERIOD: From
m d y

Total Value Unita Earn.
present fecommendeo levels Of n Trammg Areas 14

30_ 10 50 CO 70 80

1 ,

To

Intern

m y
Total Ws Earned

To Dots

MU NMI
111111111111111111
1111111111118111ilhillilIRIHIIIUIIRIUiRIllhlIlIllhl

mime maimiiniI UMW
-

5 VU s aDow.pg for r5 add,Donal VU s to De aCcluved Train.ng Areas 1-9 AA of Ine
oughos.t me Areas

,-- r--,--,- ---,--.7.-
/-4--4- -4,-44- -t- -t-

,--*-- .-1-- 4 1 ', i -,---- -4 -
.1 r- r- ' .1.. .1._

1

r

- 1-

s aflow.eq tor 30 adot Dna, JU 5 '0 De acdu red rr Tramtng Areas 10-12 All If the
OughOsg the Areas

I -1 T 11. .

,s aoow,hg 'or '0 alOr 0,14 vU s 'o De a( ou.red Tam rg Areas '3,4 A, 3" the
o,,,rout ,,e Areas

TOTAL VUS EARNED

-t

4-
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Advisor

Date
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THE AMERICAN BOARD OF PEDIATRICS®
I I I SILL ER CEDAR COURT CHAPEL HILL, NORTH CAROLINA 27514-1651 1919) 929-0461

VERIFICATION OF CLINICAL COMPETENCE FORM
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Sign Statement A if you recommend the alsose named applisant for examination
apphcant for examination at this tune Please Kase sour signature notarized

A 1 certity that the abose named applicant has demonstrated the necessary
attitudes knowledge shnisal judgment. technical skills and interpersonal
skills and is judged to bc fiIIy prepared for independent responsibility as
a general pethatnctan to my knowledge he.she has moral and ethual
integrity The appluant is recommended for examination

Signature ot Program Direstor

Sign Statement gl or 82 or both 1 stai Jo NOT tesornmend the abose named

81 I sends that ihe allow named ap, lisant has NOT satisfactorily demonstrated
,ine or moa of the nesessary attitudes knowledge slinisal judgement
atshnisat skillsi.n interpersonal skills and is 'on judged to be fully prepared
tor independent responsibilits as a general pediatrician The applisant is
NOT recommended tor examinatton at this nine

Signature ot Program Director

E2 I certity that in nn opinion the abost named applisani lacks moral and ethical
integrits and .s NOT recommended for esanlIllatilin at this time

Notars Pubits Signaturr ot Program Direstot

it Statement 81 and or 82 has been signed please suppls further details of the oppusant s defisiensies and dtxumentation of the reasons th: applicant was not
resommended This Jicumenution should include ...VIC, t the evaluations subnutted In the faculty at the end of a rotation somes of the periodic esaluations by
the itesideney Esaluation Committee lot its equisalenti and written es idence that the appluant was ..ounseled regarding his her performance

Plea.e proside ans other intormatiim about the appluant that sou think the Boan.1 should know It the applicant as dyslexia or any other serious ?hysisal handicap
which intgrit present dittisulues m taking Ine examination please submit documentation with this ti ii P'easr print or tspe using additional sheets if necestarst

,atI kNi

0+1,
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Appendix B

EXTRACT FROM MINNESOTA'S VISION FOR
TEACHER EDUCATION

The report of the Task Force on Teacher Education for Minnesota's
Future, Minnesota's Vision for Teacher Education: Stronger SLindards,
New Partnerships, was pubiishei in 1986 by the state's Board of
Teaching and its Higher Education Coordinating Board. Its purpose
was to identify a tot )f* dispositions, skills, and knowledge as the per-
ferred outcomes of teacher education programs The following excerpt
sets forth those recommended outcomes.
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CHAPTER V RECOMMENDED
PROGRAM OUTCOMES OF
FUTURE TEACHER
EDUCATION: DISPOSITIONS,
SICILIA KNOWLEDGE

Historically, teacher education has been descn'Jed and evaluated by resource
cntena such as the number of courses in peckgogy or philosophy ofeducation, and

the number of faculty and thew degrees Unfortunately. deszribing or measuring
program resources provides no information about the results or consequences of the

program for students, nor does it describe how the program is implemented.

Defimng, describing, am: ev aluating the results, or outcomes, of a program make it
possible to judge whether the program produces teachers who efitictively facilitate
learning for studerts. Defining, describing, and evaluating the method and
procedures used also make judgments possible about the process of delivering
teacher education. Current evidence suggests that teacher education should be
characterized by program outcomes and process as well as input (lbyloi. 1979)

Based on the task force review of the most recent knowledge of effective learning
Ind teaching, this chapter defines and describes a minimum set of standards for the
outcomes and the processes of teachei oducation The first section provides the
dispositions, skills, and knowledge that graduates of teacher education programs
should demonstrate Necessary elements of delivery systems for impiementmg
recommended programs are identified to conclude the chapter

Introduction
Tbachers should be thoughtful. creatii,e persons who use a set of principles and

strategws denveu an informed personal philosophy of education and the
multiple demands of learning contexts. The descriptions of future learners and
teachers create a picture uf education W hich focuses on developing learners' ininds
so that vhey can use available and changing knowledge in a variety of learning
contexts

These concept, Of 'ea..iers and teachers have been too infrequently ivalized both
within schools a id teavner preparation programs Additianally, teacher education
programs se: an use an ideall- defined concept of a teacher as the basis for
developing coherviii. integrated curriculum and structure (Howey, 1986)

Several barriers tu developing and implementing programs based on these concepts
exist hi part. education has historically endorsed a "learn the facts and do the job"
approach. Thi , perspective permeates teaching ai all levels (Nolan. 1985)
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lbo. educators within colleges and schools ha% e used limited interactive
instructional strategies (Cross and Beidler, 1986). For the most part, college and
classroom learning behavior exemplifies the passive learner phenomenon (Katz and
Baths, 1982) These obstacles affect decisions abnut w hat prospective teachers
should learn and how th3y should learn.

Expected dispositions of beginning teachers must stem from the concept of an ideal
teacher The identified dispositions determine the range of skills needei by
beginning teachers Finally, the knowledge necessary for building the skills is
defined All are necessary to teaching regaraless o( grade level or subject area.

Dispositions
The goals of teacher education programs should include not only .he acquisition of
skil!,, and knowledge, but also the promotion of certain dispositions. Effective
teachers ae intentionally disposed to act in particular ways that best facilitate
learning and can explain their patterns of behavior (Green, 1964). The frequency of
particular actions within specified categories or circumstances deternunes the
particular disposition (Katz and }laths. 1985). The task force recommends die.t
teacher education programs should be redesigned to foster the following
dispositions in begmning teachers:

Dispositions Toward Self
Ilachers will be disposed to:

Understand their strengths, necNis, values, and beliefs
Reflect on their own teaching and its effects on learners.
')evelop a personal philosophy of education.
A ppreci ate the responsibility of serving as a positive mooel for students.

Share decision making with learners and colleagues.
Accept change, ambiguity, and unr tainty.

Dispositions Toward the Learner
will be disposed to:

Support positive learner self-concept by fostering learner success.
-Acknowledge and use the relationship between expectations and performance by
learners.

Recognize and use learner readiness and motivation.
Respect and value individual and culturai differences.
Establish empathic, cooperative relationships with and among learners
Assist learners in clarifying beiiefs, attitudes, and values.
Promote the fullest possible growth and development of all students.
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Dispositions Toward Teaching
Thachers will be disinsed

Engage with learners in joint exploration a ideas and sti uctures of knowledge.
Ufe a variety of teaching strategnes supported by research.
Engage in critica', and di% ergent thinking and problem sok mg with learners.
Demonstrate global per spec t.% es with a sense of responsibility, for involvement.

Disposiuons Toward the Profession
Teachers will be disposed to:

Act as part of .1 team w Inch is informed and in% uked in the broader Aucauonal
environment
Engage in professional responsibilities within the building, the distr
professional organizaticns. and the community
Inform themselves of current professional literature

Skills
Effective teaching is more tan the transmi..iun of basic skills, it is the ability to
release people to learn how to ;earn (Green. 198: Thachers make multiple and
contin lus decisions in guld.ng effe ..rve. formal learning Therefore, future
teachers must acquire complex and elaborate teaching strategies. -leachers must
ha% e the ski:ls to create en% ironments that provoke students to ask questions and
seek answers on their own. The specific skills listed are representative and not
exhaustive. They are. howe% en essential to effective teaching. The task force
recommends that teacher eclia ation progr Irris ,Ilould be redesigned to assure t hat
beginning teachers possess and can demonstrate the forowing learning and
'eaching skills.

Intellectual Skills
Thachers serve as models to students Iherefore. they must

Be articulate. creative and precise in the regular use of speaking. listening,
reading, writing, and mathematics
Be disciplined in the use of analy td. critical, and problem solving strategn..

Assessment Skit's
Successful learning depends upon teachers knowledge of the students Thachers
must ..ae able to analyze and interpret both objective and subjective information
about students learning charactcristics, attitudes, and backgrounds. -leachers
must understand and respon i to each student individually and personally
Therefore, teachers must.

Be systematic in observ ing and interpreting learner behavior and dy narnics
which cause the behavior
Identi:y levels of readiness in student learning and development.
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Identify student learning style. strengths. and needs
Identify kvels and sources of 'earner motivation
Identify rele% ant aspects of learner background and experience

Planning Skills
X significant pti r. ffet tit t Lt. athing con6ists uf making judgments and decisions

about what students ha% t learned. should learn. and are learning (Clark. 19831.

acher planning contributes tu tht conter and quality of instruction (Smith and
Sendelbach. 1979. Clark and Elmore. 19811 Additionally. planning influences the
opportunity to learn, tht instructional grouping. and o%erall focus of the learning
en% ironment processes1Clark, I M Planning shapes the broad outline of what is
possible and is used tu manage transitions by integrating information from one
activity to another Thachers must

Define the purpose and goals uf learning attic ities based un designed curriculum.
learner assessment, and know ledge of learning effecticeness research

'll-anslate goals into integrated curricular objecti% es. releN, ant acti% sties. and

evaluation procedures based on learner need.

Select learning objectives for mdi% idual and group learning

Establish learning priorities. de% elup learning plans and prescriptions fur
learning based on learner strengths and needs
Seim t learning materials. at ti ,ties and strategies tu at, hie% e learning objectic es
for each learner

Plan the course of at. tic nits for Illinwthate. short term and lung .erm goals
Plan and design tli uat ion tools and strategies fur assessing leaf r outcomes

Instructional Skills
Instruction intuit es tht application of intentit nal acts aimed at promoting the
learning uf skills. knowledge, and % alues I man. 1974) Achie% ing that goal
requires balancing karning objecti%, es. student characteristics. teaching strategies.
and curriculurn ubjecti% t Tht. teacher Is rtspunsible fur blending these aspects of
teaching through careful judgment and deasion making (Clark and Joyce. 19811
Tilt decisions te.chers make affect 0-eir Leha% iur and the beha% ler of their students

both the lung and short term Instructional skills allow teachers to make effecti% e
decisions Thachers must

Use multiple learning and teaching strategies
Provide clear, individually appropriate learning expectations
Expect and maintain active, successful learner participation
Expect and support self-directed learning.

Listen. reflect. and probe fur learner understanding and ask fur clarification
Support, critique. and txpand learner expression in speaking and writing
Exploi e ademic information as well as personal feelings and relationships
through discussion
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Foster critical and di% ergent thinking and problem sol% mg among learners.

Guide cooperati% e learning. independent study. and field study among :earners

Use state of the art communication technology and information systems.

Evaluation Skills
Racking and learning arc reciprocal by nature. teaching influences learning and
learning affect, teaching. Therefore. e% aluation must account for this tnteraction.
Some forms of e% aluation should be origuing. and uther forms should be periodic.

Thachers must:

Monitor and e% aluate student learning through a variety of methods
Monitor and e%, aluate their crAn behm lor in relation tu changes in aclue%ement.

Modify learning objeeti%t s. plans. and instructional beha%lor based un e% Muation

results

Social Behavior Management Skills
En% it onments that art tonduel%e to producti%t: learning and p ,,mote acti%e learner

participation require the instructional strategmo oui;.itli at,,.e kddittonally.
teachers need specific skills to manage the social bt ha% ior of the learners and

themselves.

Thachers should

Pro% ide clear and appropriate beha% lora( t xpet tations and establish

corresponding rules and routines

Giagnose and identify Cduses uf antisocial. counter pruducti%e. or nunproducti%e

behaviors in the learning environment
Recognize and respond to opporttnities fur fusterrig learner self discipline.

Employ tested beha% ior modifit ation and beha% ioral .enaly is pnnciples for

producing desirable behavior
Employ strategies to alter the social emotional Jima( of the learning
em tronment in collaborati% e. inch% idualistic. ur cooperati%e structures
Alter phy steal and en% ironmental a,pet ts of the learning en% ironment LI) promote

desired social development

Role Modeling Skills
Through their own behavior, teachers should demonstrate

Courtesy and respect tor others
Enthusiasm for learning
Self-discipline and control.
Consistency between intention and action
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Knowledge
Teaching has been described as .an art informci by science (Gage. 1985). Thus.
the education of teachers should reflect the combination of liberal education and the

science of learning and teaching.

Liberal arts education is concei :led with cornprehensi% e development ot tne mind in
acquiring knowledge. The aim is to achieve knowledge and understanding of

experience in ma., fifferent ways Prospective teachers must acquire not only
information, but also knowledge of complex conceptual schemes, of the arts, and of

different types of reasoning and judgment (I..st, 1972). Liberal arts studies
introduce the relationships among basic bodies of knowledge and the range of
knowledge as a whole The aim of liberal education must be kept in mind in the

selection of disciplines studied in the liberal arts curriculum. The task force
recommends that teacher edutation programs should be redesigned to include the
following bodies of knowledge.

Knowiedge About People

F-dture te...hers must understand how social organizations funition and influem.e
people and how people influence organizations. They must comprehend the

challenges and the opportunities faung people in culturally diverse societies and
understand how to work with people in -omplex social settings They must hp.. e
knowledge which allows them to mak,. informed judgments about Issues in
professional e.:iits This body of knowledge should include the social and beh loral
sciences, the natural :AA en, es. tht humanities. and philosophit .dlues and belief

systems

Knowledge About Cultures

Future Leachers must understand the origins dnd thi de% dupment of western and
nun western ci.ilizations and cultures They tst understand past and present
ideas and de' tates in the sciences and hu;nanit es They must learn tu examine

.ssues. trends, and forecasts that may affect future thinking. behawr. and
institutions This body of knowledge should include nut only social, literary. and
linguistic knowledge. but also the political.r. ligious. historical, suentific. and
%echnological evidence that defines cultures

Knowledge About Epistem. gy
Prospective teachers must gam an appreciation of differing v iewpoints and the....es
w ithin disciplines and i associated methods of inquiry They must learn to evaluate
explanations advanced to account fol phenomena. From this experience, future
teachers must understand how knowledge persistently changes and evolves over
time In liberal education. pursuit of knowledge must Ix complemented with
learning the vanous "ways of knowing
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Knowledge in a Specifk Discipline
Prospective teachers shr.uld understand the scope.. s ructure. and relatwnslup of a

body of knowledge to the world Future teachers must decelop a sense of personal
scholarship through in-depth study in one or more core liberal arts disciplines They

must identify sufficiently w ith scholars in the area(s) of concentration so that they
appreciate and respond to the changing nature of 1:Tiewledge Such academic
concentration must pros ide future teachers wan know ,edge that will appb in future

learning and teaching enviror ments

Know sedge About Human Growth and Developmen
Future teachers must learn how the acquisiuon of krow ledge relates to

development of an inths idual s learning. thinking. feeling, and belies ing Thachers

must understand their ii levels of des e'opment. 'earning sty le and mous atioral

habits They must acquire this knowledge as the basi:. for diajnostic and

prescnpuse teaching that will allow them to respond to learners' Indic sty les,

strengths, and needs They must learn to translate theory into practical learning
application and to translate practIce into theory The knowledge should irrlude
mformauon about human learning den% ed from c- .rrent and emerging

developmental theones of th.. thins,. body. and emotions. within and across cultures

in the following areas.
A ffectiversocial. cognitive. moral. and physical dec eloprnent.

Mc tivauonal development. and
Individual Itanung styles and modes

Knowledge About Com iunication and Language
Future teachers must eppreaate and understand the c exities of hum in

commurucauon. This knowledge allows them to determii how vanous
commurucauon strategies and styles cause learning m a sanety of conte. The

knowledge provides prospect s,. e teachers with the oasis for making decisions about

their own and their students communication and language Tlic knowledge should
include theoretical and developmental information about

Nonverbal communicauon.
Oral lanivage and commimication thstening an speaking).
Written language and communication treading and writing) and
lechnological language and commumcauon

Knowledge of Scientific Inquiry
Future teachers muss learn methods of scientific inquiry that will pros icle them
with a vanety of problem soh ing strategies for addressing the dIfficulties and
complexities of students learning They must learn to understand and salue critical
thinking and self chrected learning as intellectual habits of mind They must learn
saentific methodology and use it systematically to identify probk
effective learning environments Methods to be learned include

Descriptive procedures. and

Experimental procedures

and create
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Knowledge of Literature on Effecti: e Learhing and Te&ching
Informed by the literavire. teachers will learn to articulat, and explain their own
and their students learning behavior They must learn to interpret and apply
research findings Know ledge of the Lrerature on effective learning and teaching
should include

Learning.
Curriculum and resources.
Pedagogy.
Thchnology and
Organizational development

Program Delivery
lb achieve desired outcomes. programs should include regular and systematic
experiential activ ities that relate to the acquisition of dispositions skills, and
knowledge

From the beginning of the teacher edutation program. futi.re teac.hers must engage
in regular and systematic observ ation. reflection. and feedback using a variety of
methods, these might include N idc.itapt anal.% .ts of their behav 'or by themselves.
their peers faculty. and cooperating teacher,, The 4:ibervation should be integrated
with experiences in human growth and devel-p-Ient dad communication.

Throughout the teacher education program. futtre teadiezs must observe and
interpret human ior w clinical and field Lungs They must observe and work
with small and large groups of learners in a wide range of real or simulated settings.
In field settings. to support studeut grov.th. teacher education students and their
supportim, sources should be clustered within a Inruted number of cooperating
schools

Throughout the teacher education program. future teachers must have regular and
systematic practice and use of al, unication technology and data-based
information systems

From the beginning. future teathe s mu-t -nutinely integrate scientific methods of
analysis and problem soli ng in all .ield experiences and practicls

Part of the program deli sy stem should be a ormal. struccoked induction pe.
graduatan During this time. employee, begliining teachers would be

required to demonstrate increased levels of the dispositions. skill, and knowledge
attained in the preparation program
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Summary
After completing teacher education program..-,. begir.mng teachers should have
attained the recommended dispositions. skills, and knowledge sufficiently well to
teach effectively in a variety of learning environments. The task force also
recommends a program delivery system to ensure that teacher educaticn students
acquire and demonstrate the recommended outcomes as they progress through the
program. The outcomes and the system of program delivery shouldbe used by

teacher educators to guide curriculum redesign and implementation.



Appendb. C

CODE OF ETHICS FOR MINNESOTA TEACHERS

Bc low we present all excerpt from the Code of Ethics for Minnesota
Teachers, published b the state's Board of Teaching.

Chapter Nine: Code of Ethicst

§ 3.130 Code of ethics for Minnesota teachers

A. Each tea^her upon entering tne teaching nrofession, assumes a
number of obligations, one of which is to adhere to a set of principles
which defints professi...i-,al conduct. These principles are reflected in
the following code of ethics, which sets forth to the education profes-
sion and the public lt serv es standards of professional conduct and prn-
cedures for implementation.

This code shall apply to ?Il persons licensed according to rules
established by the Minnesota board of teaching.

B. Standards of professional conduct.

A teacher shalt provide professional educational services in a
non-discriminatory marr.

teacller shall make reasonable effort to protect the student
from conditions harmful to health and safety.

'3 In accordance with state and federal laws, a teacher shall dis-
ciose confidential information about individuals only when a
compelling professional purpose is served or when requird by
law.

1 A teacher shall take r ,dsonable disciplinary action in exercis-
ing the authority to provide an atmosphere conducive to learn-
ing.
A teacher shall not use professional relationshius w:th stu-
dents, parents, and colleagues to private advantage.
A teacher shall delegate authority for teaching responsibilities
only to licensed personnel.

'From Coch 4 Ethu- ;or Minnesota Teachers, Minnesota Boani ut Teachmg, St Paul,
19,9

, 66
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7. A teacher shall not deliberatly suppress or distort subject
matter.

8. A teacher shall not knowingly falsify or misrepresent records
or facts relating to that teacher's own qualifications or to
other teachers' qualifications.

9. A teacher shall not knowingly make false or malicious state-
ments about students or colleagues.

10. A teact r shall accept a contract for a teaching position that
requires licensing only if properly or provision...ay licesed for
that position.



Appendix D

DETAILED DESCRIPTIONS OF INTERNSHIPS
IN FOUR LICENSED PROFESSIONS

On the following pages are four detailed descriptions of the intern-
shi_ esquirements in four professionsengineering, psychology, archi-
tecture, aAd medicinealong with background int-Amation about the
context in which these internships abide. It is hoped that these
descriptions will offer insights for those considering establishing a
similar requirement for entry into teaching.

Each section has its own Est of references.

68
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ENGINEERING

CONTEXT FOR THE ENGINEERING LICENSURE
PROCESS

Governance of Licensure

The field of engineering has tv.o tiers of practitionc.s professional
engineers (PEs), who are licensed by the state in which they practice,
and others who perform engineering work but are not licensed. Only
license: PEs are permitted to advertise as engineers, and most docu-
ments and plans must he signed by a PE to be legally recognized. As a
result, most nonlicensed engineers ..ork in firms headed by one or
more PEs who bear full responsibility for their employees' work.

All licensure is done by individual states, although some interstdte
reciprocity exists. In some states. licensure ia not required for fi ve
"exempt" classes of engineers who: work for the U.S. government;
work in a manufacturing corporation, work kr a public utility; work
under the supercision of registered engineers. cr build or design struc-
tures for their personal use (Sunar, 1983, 8, Florida Statutes, 1987,
.171.003).

Over the years. requirements for engineering licensure have become
both more stringent and more stand,nrchzed. Many states that permit-
ted the substitut J1i of experience for formal education are closii z this
loophole (Smith, 1988), and the standardized examinations -ffered by
the National Coo: of Engineering Examiners (NCEE) are now
unwersally required, although cut off scores cary significantly among
jurisdictions (Herndon, 1988).

licensure of practicing engineers is far from universal. Of the
approximately 1.4 million practicing engineers in the United States,
some 500,000 are registered under state registration 1.-iws (Registrauon
Nou!, 1987, 2). Although the absolute number ot registered engineers
has risen steadily over the past 50 years (Sunar, 1985, 10), the ratio of
Fundamentals of Fngineering (FE) exams administered ithe first step
in the registration process) to bachelor's degrees awarded in engineer-
ing has declined slightly 'n the last 15 years, from just over 0.6 in the
mid-1970s to 0.56 in the late 1980s) (NCEE, 1988). Since a significant
number of engineers choose to become licensed later in their careers
these data are ;1G._ conclusive, but do seem to indicate that without sig
nificant changes in state regulations, eagineering is unlikely to become
a profession in hicii more than half of its practitioners are licensed.
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Professional Attitudes Towards Licensure

Engineering has not managed to make licensure routine, as law and
medicine have. This is evident from the tone of both official and unof-
ficial publications within the prGfession, all of which spend time
defending registration before they begin describing it. The National
Society of Professional Engineers (NSPE), for instance, publishes a
pamphlet entitled Regnstratlon Now! that informs practicing engineers
about the registration process. 1 ae pamphlet is written to persuade
unlicensed engineers to become registered:

You've re ched a point ,n your career when your education, training,
an(. expe,,ence make you a valued p of your employer's team.
Those around you respect your talents, your capabilities, and your
skills. Still, you want something more in your professional career.
It's t:me to take your place in the mainstream of your profession, to
be in contact with the highest calil)er of engineering professionals,
to

The pamphlet b,es on to enumerate the rewards of becoming a )-

fessional engineer, pointing out that "engineering registration is a pres-
tigious step in p:ofessional growth and development." It cites several
reas,ns for becoming registered, including providing the profession
with a firmer sense of direction, promoting public awareness of the
types of work engineers perform, and placing engineering on an equal
footing with other recognized professions RegistratIon Now!, 1987).

NCEE's Why Become a PE? adopts a similar tone: "There are many
tangible benefits to becoming a PE," it explains, and goes on to
enumerate advantages ..imilar to those in the NSPE pamphlet (Why
Become a PE'. n.d.). Even Hou. to Become a Professional Engineer, a
self help book published by a self appointed engineering publication
group. takes on an exhortative tone. "The first question you may ask
about registration is, 'Why should I register?' Particularly if you are a
recent graduate of a rigorcus 2ngineering curriculum, you may feel that
your degree speaks for itelf and that furth er. testing and certification
are superfl..,,,us Howeer, the issue is a good cleal more complex than
that" (Sunar. 1985, U. It is difficult to imagine a "How to Prepare for
the Bar Exam" book with a sinpler introduction.
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THE PROFESSION ik I, ENGINEERING LICENSURE
PROCESS

Common Features

Becoming licensed as a professional engineer in most states is a
four-part process. One must first graduate from a four-year engineer-
ing program that includes courcs in basic mathematics, engineering
sciences, and engineering design; a student whose program is not
accredited by the Accreditation Board for Engineering Technology or
the Canadian Engineering Accreditation Board may be required to
undergo additional training. The candidate must next pass the FE
examination, an eight-hour multiple-choice test of bask engineering
knowledge, including engineering mechanics, mathematics, electrical
circuits, and engineering economics.

Having demonstrated through the FE examination at least a
minimal level of competence in the knowledge tested, the candidate is
designated an engineer-in-training (EIT). In order to adiance beyond
this leel. the prospective professional engineer is required to practice
fr four years in R setting that allows a progressive assumption of
re,,ponsitilit.y. No further requirements are imposed on the internship
by any central regulating board, more than in any of the other profes-
sions, the internship is simply the first years af working. After four
years, the candidate is eligible to sit for the Principles and P:actice of
Engineering (PE) examination, an eight-hour essay test that requires
the candidate to solve actual problems in six of fourtmen areas of
engineering. A candidate who receives a passing score of 48 out of 80
on the PE examination and submits eNidence of completion of all other
prerequisites Ls eligible for registration as a professional engineer (Why
Become a PE2, n.d., 4-8).

In summary, then, to be licensed as a professional engineer a candi-
da must first have:

A degree in engineering (generally from an accredited program,
if not, compensatory work must be done).

a A passing score on the FE examination.
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The candidate is then at the EIT level. To complete the process al
becoming a profess.-mal engineer, he or she must additionally have:

Four years of experience.
A passing score on the PE examination.

Interstp Variations

Registration is done on a state-by-state basis, and requirements vary
considerably. Some states, for instance, still permit the substitutbn of
four (or more) years of experience for the four years of education. oth-
ers require those with a degree from an accredited program to take only
part of the FE exam (Summary of the Requirements, 1988). Some
states require engineers to declare and be licensed in a subspecialty,
such as chemical or electrical engineering; others have only generic
licensure.

Efferts at Standardizaiion

A certain degree of Lniformity is provided by the standardized
national exam,nations, the FE and the PE, administered by the NCEE,
a consortium of the 54 state and jurisdiction boards o; engineering
registration. In addition to the two exams, which have been required in
all states since 1984, the NCEE offers a program of national certifica-
tion, which a:ds engineers seeking registration in more than one state
by attesting to the standard they have attained.

THE ENGINEERING INTERNSHIT

General Features

There is little, if sty, standardization of the engineering "intern-
ship " Ho.A. to Become a Professional Engineer suggests that the state
board will be more likely to accept experirmce if it was supervised, of
high quality, broad Li scope, and progressively responsible (Sunar,
1985, 25), but there is little evidence that the states actually look for
more than the appropriate amount of time spent in a supervised setting
doing engineering work. Florida, which has been commended by the
NCEE for its hcensure practices, requires or", that the four years
"must principally involve activities in the fieki of engineer ig" r. nd
"shall include at least one year of engineering design experience"
(Florida Statutes, 1987, 21H 20.002[1]). The work must also be under
the direct supervision of ?Es practicing engineers, who will be asked

0
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to verify its quality and character (Florida Statutes, 1987,
21H-20.002[2;

Two Models for Evaluation

Two basic models exist for evaluation of the internship experience.
In the first, a small board of professional ei,gineers evaluates a detailed
list and description of activ ities submitted by the applicant and thereby
determines whether the experience has been acceptable. New
Hampshire exemplifies this model, requiring aspiring PEs to provide a
"Supplementary Experience Record in Detail." The form asks the
applicant to "in thronological order, starting with your first engineer-
ing engagement, list and identify your engineering projects and/or
assignments. Be specific in identifying the portion of work you per-
soney engineered, note the calculations you performed, identify the
project by job title, name of client, location of project, total cost and
cost of the portion you engineered ... list such things as capacities,
L,zes, ratings, list of equpment sized and,'or specified, or other suitable
identifying means, note success or failure of each project" (State of
New Hampshire Joint Board, 1988). The applications are then
reviewed by one of the four PEs who sene on the five-member review
board (the fifth member is a layperson). The reviewer works from a
thecklist to ascertain that the applicant has had sufficient experience
in engineering to ensure that he or she could practice independently.
The applicant Is also required to proide a list of five references, who
may be called upt to verify the applicant's experience, I at the burden
o: the evaluation falls mainly on the board.

In the second model, respon,,ibility for evaluating the candidate's
experience falls on the practitioners with whom he or she has pro-
fe3sional contact. Florida, for instance, req2;res the applicant to list
professional experiences in detail (State of Flor,da Department of Pro-
fessional Regulation, 1988), but relies by law oi. notarized employer
erification forms to document the EIT's activitif s (Florida Statutes,
1987, 21H-20.002[2]) Thf employers are asked to complete forms ver-
ifying that the applicant:

1. Is or was employed with this company from to
2. During his/her employment worked with me/for me for

years.
3. Has been engaged in engineering for years.
4. Has been in responsible charge of engineering for years.

In addition, each employer has four lines to "comment on the
applicant's experience, ability and competency to do angineering work
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as indicated in questions 3 and 4" (Florida Board of Professional
Engineers, 1987) The applicant is required to submit five additional
personal references from practicing engineers, at least two of whom
must be PEs, attesting to the applicant's "experience, abiiity and com-
petency to do engineering work" (Florida Board of Professional
Engineers, 1987). A subcommittee of three of the nine-member (seven
engineers, two laypeople) professional board then reviews these afficia-
vits and datermines whether the candidate will be permitted to sit for
the PE examination.
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PSYCHOLOGY

CONTEXT FOR THE PSYCHOLOGY LICENSURE
PROCESS

Governance of Licensure

Psychology differs frum engineering in that all recognized practition-
ers must be licensed, but like engineering, the profession has two tiers.
In this case those who are licensed and those who are licensed and also
registered. Licensure is done un a state-by -state basis, and all psychol-
ogists who uffet direct senices to the public for a fee must be licensed
by their state board in order to practice as psychologists (AASPB, 1).
Registration is governed by the Council for the National Register of
Heakh Set-Nice Prov Iders in Psycho:up (CNRHSPP), an independent
agency that produces a directory uf qualified psychologists who elect to
be Included, 15,500 uut uf 44,580 doctors; leNel psychologists are listed
in the agency's register (CNRHSPP, 1988, Wichenski, 1988). There are
no "exempt" classes uf psychologists, but many licensed and nonli-
Lensed practitioners psychiatrists, psychiatric nurses, social workers,
guidance counselors, and ariu,s suns of therapists offer similar ser-
vices tu the public In addition, some states also recognize paraprofes-
sional psychologists as psychological ,,ssistants, associates, or examin-
ers (APA, 1988).

Licensure requirements Nar y. considerably across state lines, but as
with engineering, are becoming more stringent. Most states now
require candidates tu have a doctoral degree nd one to two years of
dialcal experience A standardized examination, the Examination for
Professional Practice in Psychology (EPPP), is employed by all states,
and 28 states require an oral exatinnation as well (APA, 1988).

Professional Attitudes Towarus Licensure

Since licensure is required by law in all states, there is no need to
persuade psychologists tu pursue it. Publications such as Careers In
Psychology, anned at the "thousands of students [whoj write the APA
each year asking how tu become a ps,chologist" discuss the many areas
in which psychologists practice- resarch, counseling, industry, law
without highlighting any In fact, the book points out that master's,
bachelor's or eNen associate degrees in psychology offer opportunities
for practice (APA,1986a). The APA's Psychology as Health Care Pro-
Asston spends several pages highlighting how rigorous the requirements
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are for hcensure as a practicing psychologist. "tio other mental health
care profession requires its practitioners to nave as high a degree of
education ..nd training specifically in the mental and emotional
processes as does the profession of psychology" (APA. 1986b, 9); but it
in no way tries to cajole the recalcitrant into becoming registered. Even
the CNRHSPP, .he voluntary registration organization, believes that
its "p.uduct" advertises itself through the benefits of registry: namely,
It confers a gain in status and It facilitates approval of third party pay
ments (CNRYISPP, 1988).

THE PSYCHOLOGY LICENSURE PROCESo

Common Features

Becoming licensed as a professional psychologist in must states is a
three-part process A candidate must first graduate from a doctoral
program in psychology. programs approved by the American Psycholog-
ial Association APA) requqe, in addition to apprmiate coursework,

that the canthdate participate in a 400 huur predissertation practicum
experience and a full timc one year postdissertation interns ;p. The
candidate must then pt.) tite tur une ur two years under supervision.
In sone states this requirement may be met with the predoctoral
internship. n uthers, the expenence must be postdoctoral. As with
doctoral program,. the APA accredits internships that meet standards
fir adnunistration, staff. Interns, and program. S nce credit for APA-
accredited internships is given by the candidate's doctoral-granting
institution, psychology internships tend tu be fair!, structured and to
include didactic training alongside clinical experience.

The final step in the psychology licensure process involves passing
the EPPP. a 200 Item multiple choice examinanun that addresses the

mastery uf six major areas in psychology, ranging from
interpreting and reporting results uf assessment to designing and
implemenung research. cut uff scores are established by the individual
states, and range from 55 percrnt tu 75 percent. In most states, addi-
tional st.,tt developed ural ur essay examinations are also required. A
candidate who ret...ives a passing score un the EPPP, submits evidence
of completion uf all uther prerequisites, and prov ides confirmation of
good inoral character is eligible fur licensure as a professional clinical
psychologist (AASPB. n.d.)

Thus, for hcensure in most states a candidate must have:

A dutturai uegree in psychology from an appro.'ed program or
the equivalent "Approved" often, but nut alway.., means APA-
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accredited. Accredited doctoril programs in ciinical psychology
require both practicum experience and a one year internship as
part of the curriculum.
One or two years of supervised experience in a state board-
approved setting. Some, but by no means all, jurisdictions
require that a certain amount of this supervised experience be
postdoctoral.
A passing score on a written examination, most r en the
EPIT.
Certr.in administrative requirements, such as age, citizenship,
residence, evidence of character, etc.

Interstate Variations
Vanations on this schema include twe or three states that require

only a master's degree for licensure, as well as a number ,f states that
require ethics or other written examinations in addition to the EPPP.
Twenty-eight states also require an oral examination of clinical skills
(APA, 1988). F registry in the National Register of Health Service
Providers in Psycnolop, the candidate must have complet-1 a one year
internship as a trainee, and an additional year of postdoctoral super
vised .ork, this requirement often superse4es the state regulation.

Efforts at Standardization

Interstat;. uniformity comes from AP accreditation of educational
progrhms and internships, CNRHSPP requirements, and the EPP?
Listing in the NRHSPP simplifies interstate transfer of iicenses, but it
still does nut overcome the gap between states with oral examinations
and those without.

Standardization uf the internship has cume about mainly through
the APA accreditation process. The APA accredits programr in -lini-
cal, counseling, hnd school psychology, over 50 percent of tht aoctor-
ates awarded in psychology each year are awarded in these three areas
(Clinical psycho. accounts for 40 percent fo: the doctorates awarded
eh year, counst ,ig and "ether" are second with 15 percent each;
developmental;gerontological and educational account for 6 percent
each, and school psychologists make up less than 3 per ,nt of all doc
toral candidates in psycholog) [APA, 1986a, 12 13]). To be accr
the program must int'ude supervised practicum and internship experi
ence appropriate to "ie field of psychology (APA Committee or.
Accreditation, 1986, App. B).
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TdE PSYCHOLOGY INTERNSHIP

The Practicum Experience

Before prospective psychologists enter internship, they have already
been exposed to the practice of their profession through a practicum.
According to the APA Accreditation Guidelines, "Practicum training is
field experience, usually taken for academic credit, often on campus.
The practicurn provides for student experiences with client problems
and learning of relevant psychological skills. The practicum is
intended to prepare the student for the internship and is prerequisite
to it" (APA Committee on Accreditation, 1986, B15). The praelcum
parallels student teaching in many ways, for the candidate is con-
currently enrolled in a formal education program, has limited responsi-
bilities, is closely supervised, is not paid, and is given the opportunity
to observe practitioners at work.

According to the APA, practicum training is intended to develop the
following capacities (APA Committee on Accreditation, 1986, 816-17):

1. Understanding of the commitment to professional and social
responsibility as defined by statutes of the ethical code of the
profession.

2. The capability to conceptualize human problems.
3. Awareness of the full range of human variability: handicap-

ping conditions, age, gender, ethnic and racial background,
religion, and lifestyle.

4. Understanding of one's own personality and biases and of
one's impact upon others in professional interaction.

5 Skill in relevant interpersonal interactions such as systematic
observation of behavior, interviewing, psychologi.:al testing,
psychotherapy, counseling, and consultation.

6. Ability to contribute to current knowledge and practice.

The minimum practicum experience is 400 hours, of which at least
150 hours is in direct sorvice experience and Lt least 75 howl; is in for-
mally scheduled supervision. Cther recomnamded practicum activities
include attending case conferences and writing reports . -Ad clinical
notes (APA Committee on Accreditation, 1986, B17).

Clearly, these are ambitious goals. It is unlikely that even an
erienced psychologist is truly aware of his or her own personality
and biases, never mind the full range of human variability. Still, the
bazic intention is clear; the practicum is designed to devalop the
participant's commitment to and awareness of the values of the profes-
aion The internship aims to reinforce these lessons and extend them.
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Competition for Candidates and Programs

After completing a practicum and coursework (and sometimes
dissertation), doctoral candidates in accredited school, counseling, and
clinical psychology prograrrs must undertake a one-year internship.
Internship programs may either be connected to a single graduate
department or school from which they draw all their interns, or they
may be administratively independent of a school/graduate program and
draw their interns from many sources (APA Committee on Accredita-
tion, 1986, B18).

Because interships are required by all accredited programs, there are
two groups of captive suitors: :nternship programs compete for interns,
and interns compete for places in those programs. As a result, intern-
ship program produce brochures describing their offerings to prospec-
tive interns: "The intzrnship offers a rich and striking array of learn-
ing experiences with opportunities to work from a variety of theoretical
perspectives," explains one brochure (District of Columbia Commis-
sion, 1987, 1), the program "offers a psychology internship of unusual
breadth and depth to qualified graduate students," asserts an )ther
(Veterans Administration Medical Center, 1988, 1)

In turn, applicants are required to submit detailed evidence of their
experience and qualifications. Different programs make different
requests, but typically ask for such things as samples of testing work,
transcripts or cassettes of psychotherapeutic activity, case write-ups, an
assessment of personal strengths and weaknesses, an autobiography,
and a statement of theoretical orientation and goals (Veterans
Administration Medical Center. 1988; Harvard Melcal School, 1988;
and District of Columbia Commission, 1987).

In addition, some 400 qccredited internshp programs have banded
together to form a consortium, the Association of Psychology Intern-
ship Centers (APIC). APIC publishes an annual directory for candi-
dates describing its members' programs, and has established a uniform
reply date for all its member programs. All APIC members must notify
candidates of their rejection in writing on a certain date; candidates
v ho have been accepted or wait-listed are notified by telephone about a
week later. Candidates have 24 hours to accept or reject the
internship's offer, and no candidate may keep more than one offer
active at a given time. This sophisticated notification system demon-
strates how central the internship is to the psychology profession, at
least to the elite group that attends APA-accreclited programs (APIC,
1987).
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Standards for APA-Accredited Internships

APA-accredited internship programs must meet the following stan-
dards listed below ;APA Committee on Accreditation, 1986, B18-22):

Administration:

a. Demonstrate sufficient resources and administrative support.
b. Recognize training activities as an integral part of the

agency's activities, and reward staff members accordingly.
c. Establish close working relationships between internship and

graduate program.
d. Conform to APA standards and guidelines
e. Demonstrate a high regard for human dignity.

Staff:
a. Staff should be large enough to provide a variety of role

models.
b. A clearly designated psychologist with extensive training

experience should be responsible for the program.
c. Collaborative work ,..ith other disciplines is desirable.

Interns:
a. Program must piake sure that accepted interns are appropri-

ately qualified to undertake internship (with relevant didactic
and practicum experience).

b. Provision should be made for more than two interns to pro-
mote intertrainee stimulation.

c. Interns should be actively Involved in eva'uating their own
experiences.

d. Service goals must not erode training goals.

Program:
a. Internship programs should develop and distribute descriptive

materials about the goals and content of the training program.
b Internships should provide supervised experience in an organ-

ized sequence of activities and exposure to a variety of prob-
lems.

c. Interns should learn and apply ethical standards to the prac-
tice of psychology.

d. Intensive individual supervision of ample quality arAl quantity
must be provided (minimum 2 hours per week).

e. Interns should receive periodic, clearly identified evaluations
designed to facilitate their change and growth.

f. Program should perform self-evaluations.
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g. Facilities (office space, library resources) must be adequate.
h. Program should maintain records for all interns.
". Recruitment procedures must allow interns free choice

The APA accredits internships only after an in, alved application
process, including a thorough self-evaluation by the institution apply-
ing fcr accreditation, and site visits by APA representatives. Continu-
ing accreditation depends upon additional site visits ei,ery five years
(APA Committee on Accreditation, 1986, A1-5).

Internship Requirements for Registratiou
Internship requirements for those seeking registration as well as

licensure are essentially the same as for those completing Al-A-
accredited programs. The CNRHSPP requires an internship to meet
the standards below (CNRHSPP, n.d.a.):

1. An crganized training program designed to provide the intern
with a planned, programmed sequence of training experiences.

2. Internship agency has designated a licensed staff psychologist
to be responsible for the training program.

3. Agency has two or more psychologists on the staff as supervi-
sors, at least one of whom is licensed by the state.

4. Supervision was carried out by an agency staff member and at
least half was supervised by (a) psychologist(s).

5. Training was provided in a range of assessment and treatment
activities conducted directly with patients.

6. At least 24 percent of intern's time was in direct patient con-
tact (minimum 375 hours).

7 There were at least two hours per week of formal face-to-face
supervision of 1:.tern by supervisor; in addition, there were at
least two hours , r week of additional learning activities (sem-
inars, co-therapy. additional supervision, etc.).

8. Training was postclerkship, postpracticum, postexternship.
9. Agency had at least two interns while applicant was training.

10. Trainee had appropriate title ("intern," "resident," "fellow,"
etc.)

11. Agency provided interns with a written statement or brochure
describing the goals and content of the internship and expec-
tations the quality and quantity of the interns' work.

12. Internship (minimum 1500 hours) was completed within two
years.
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The CNRHSPP verifies that an in krnship has met these criteria by
asking the supervisor to sign a form ti!at lists the twelve guidelines on
the back, and reads in part "I hereby attest that all of the above infor-
mation Iname of agency, dates of internship, etc.] is true and correct to
the best of my knowledge, and that all the Guidelines (on reverse side)
have been met." The applicant is asked to describe briefly the "nature
of training" (CNRHSPP, n.d.b.).

Supervision in Psychology Internships

Psychology interns'iips consist of two main components: didactic
training and supervised practice. Supervision (discussion of clinical
experiences with a seasoned professional) is the central part of all
psycholou internship programs. The District of Columbia Commis-
sicn on Mental Health Services' description of supervision reads, in
part, as follows:

Intensive clinical supervision is the single most important class of
training activity for the intern. Virtually all activities are buttressed
by supervision. This includes, but is not limited to, three individual
psychotherapy supervisors, one group psychotherapy supervisor, one
family psychotherapy supervisor, at least two psychodiagnostic
assessment supervisors, one clinical supervisor for the ward place-
ment, in addition to the day-to-day on-site supervision and consulta-
tion that is provided. In other words, each intern has a minimum of
seven hours of supervision per week, hours in which an intern
receives the support and challenge IA) learn and grow.

The passage goes on to explain how supervisors "serve as role models
for interns," allowing the interns to observe many different styles of
practice and thereby "build their own professional stance" (District of
Columbia Commission, 1987, 14).

The University of California at Los Angeles offers "virtually an
unlimited amount of supervision from psychologists, psychiatrists, and
social workers." According to UCLA's Orientation Manual, interns
average six hours of super...,ion per week and generally have contect
with two to three times that number of supervisors during the year.
Supervisors are members of the univ. -Rity's faculty, as well as practi-
tioners from the nearby community. Ovt.r 300 psychologists and
psychiatrists from the I s Angeles area are un the UCLA volunteer
faculty (UCLA, 198ea, 9,.

Central to the internship, fien, is an exchange between the intern
and the experienced psychologi, .t on the subject of appropriate practice.
The intern gains not only practical experience from daily contact with
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clients, but also theoretical and pragmatic advice from an accomplished
professional who observes and discusses the intern's work.

Didactic Seminars in Psychology Internships

Psychology internships also include required seminars that accom-
pany supervised on-the-job experience and expose interns to various
issues in the profession. Harvard Medical School's predoctoral intern-
ship in clinical psychology, for instance, has a core curriculum required
of all interns that includes three 1.5-hour weekly seminars (Psychologi-
cal Testing, 2sychotherapy, and Didactic Group Experience), a weekly
1.5-hour clinical psychology conference in which training staff and
interns make presentations, a weekly interns meeting in which interns
provide one another with mutual support, weekly rounds, either grand
or somatic, and individual training in psychological testing (Harvard
Medical School, 1988, 3-4). The District of Columbia Commission on
Mental Health Services requires all interns to have specified amounts
of emposure to each of four areas: psychological assessment, individual
psychotherapy, group training, and supervision and seminars. These
seminars include Psychodiagnostic Assessment, Psychotherapy Case
Conference, Oh Being in a Ward, Group Psychotherapy Literature, and
a weekly intern support group (District of Columbia Commission, 1987,
11-14). These structured seminars provide opportunities for interns to
learn factual information at a time when it is likely to "stick," as well
as occasions for peer interaction.

Evaluation in Psychology Internships

Evaluation in psychology takes place throughout thE year, providing
candidates with continuous feedback on their progress. For the most
part, this evaluation comes through informal contact between interns
and their supervisors, but periodic formal assessments are part of every
program we examined.

At Children's Ho3pital National Medical Center, interns are
ealuated formally three times a year; supervisors rate the interns'
skills in treatment, consultation, case management, atiessment,
:esearch, and professional behavior, using a set of scales designed by
the program. The evaluations are discussed openly with the intern,
and "are primarily designed to insure that the interns are making
optimal use of the experience at Children's Hospital and that the
experience meets the needs of the interns and their sponsoring univer
sities" (Children's Hospital, 1988, 5).
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At UCLA, trainees receive quarterly written evaluations from their
supervisors on forms that read ir. follows:

Please describe the cases and professional services being supervised
(and) evaluate the trainee's performance ... You might note ability
to establish rapport, to understand patient's psychological function-
ing, to communicate clinical data 'n writing and verbally; to benefit
from supervision, to work effectively with staff and students;
knowledge of relevant literature; and dependability in completing
reports and meeting appointments . . . (UCLA, 1988b).

Advisers are asked to complete a similar form, with the instructions:

As an Advisor, please discuss the following: 1. General summary of
the current level of professional development, including particular
strengths and weaknesses. 2. Any special activities or projects parti-
cipated in or, especially, initiated by the trainee. 3. Recommenda-
tions for further training: areas of special emphasis, supervisory
problems, and suggested approach. 4. Distinguishing personality
characteristics, especially as they relate to professional functioning
(UCLA, 1988c).

These evaluations, according to the Orientation Manual, "are designed
to provide early, timely feedback in case there are problems," and also
serve as the basis for the final report that is sent to the trainee's home
institution upon completion of the internship (UCLA, 1988a, 16).

In no case are evaluators provided with a checklist of attributes to
look for in interns, rather, the evaluations rely on the professional's
ability to recognize appropriate behavior, and to suggest appTopriate
adjustments.
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ARCHITECTURE

CONTEXT FOR THE ARCHITECTURAL LICENSURE
PROCESS

Governance of Licensure

In architecture, as in engineering, it is possible to practice without
being a licensed architect, but as in engineering, aii plans must ulti-
mately be signed by an architect who is licensed. Consequently, archi-
tecturP E_r,i tend to include one or more licensed architects who bear
full responsibility for the firm's work, and a numLer of other practi-
tioners whose tasks range from drafting to design At present, there
are some 85,000 licensed architects, and another 150,000 nonlicensed
individuals working in support positions in architecture firms. Some,
but by no means all, of these 150,000 consider themselves to be archi-
tects (Ba len, 1988).

All licensule is done by individual states, although the National
Council of Architectural Registration Boards (NCARB) keeps central-
ized making reciprocal arrangements fairly simple (NCARB, 1988a, 3).

As in engineering and psychology, requirements for architectire
licensare are becoming bah more stringent and more standardized.
Guidelines affecting the internship ptriod have been adopted by 30 of
55 jurisdictions, and many states that once permitted the substitution
of experience for formal education no ionger do (Ba len, 1988; NCARB,
1988c). The Architect Registration Examination (ARE) is now
required in all states, this rigorous examination prov ides a universally
applied standard for entrance into the profession.

Professional Attitudes Towards Licensure

Licensure seems fairly well accepted by the profession, and official
documents do not try to per. ade prospective architects to "join up."
Rather, the professiln has aevoted its energies to standardizing
requirements across states, and to formalizing the internship through
the Intern-Architect Development Program kIDP). IDP documents list
the adv antages of undertaking an IDP internship, but the exhortative
tone prPsent in all of the National Society of Professional Engineers
documents is reserved for persuadirv practicing architects to serve as
professional advisers to interns (NCARB, 1987; NCARB, 1986, 3).

;
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THE ARCHITECTURE LICENSURE PROCESS

Common Features

Licensure in architecture is a three-part process. The candidate
must first complete the educational requirements of the profession:
general education; history, human behavior and environment; design;
technical system and practice (NCARB, 1987). These requirements
may be met in five, six, or seven and a half years: a five-year bachelor
of architecture degree, a four-year bachelor of science in architectural
studies followed by a two-year master's in architecture, or a four-year
liberal arts degree followed by a three-and-a-half-year master's in
architecture.

Following the formal education component, candidates undergo a
structured three-year internship. Architecture offers the option of
undergoing a highly structured internship under the IDP. ID? partici-
pants must follow a rigorously prescribed program during their
experiential training, described below. Having completed the intern-
ship, candidates are eligible to sit for the ARE, a four-day, eight-part
exam covering topics such as site design, building design, and mechani-
cal, plumbing and electrical systems. The examination includes
multiple-choice questions, written simulations, written identification,
and problems that require the candidate to produce actual architectural
drawings. A candidate who has passed each of the test's eight sections
with a score of 75 or better and submits character references along
with evidence of completion of all other requirements is eligible for
registration as a professional architect.

Thus, in most states, to be licensed as an architect a candidate must
meet the requirements below (NCARB, 1988c).

A degree in architecture. A few states require that the degree
be from a program accredited by the National Architectural
Accrediting Bk. ard (NAAB); most that do not require compensa-
tory work to oe done by those without an NAAB-accredited
degree.
Three or more (depending on education level) years of experi-
ence. :n 30 jurisdictions, this experience must meet IDP guide-
lines.
A passing score on all nine sections of the ARE examination.
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Interstate Variations

State requirements vary quite a bit from this model. As of July
1988, 37 jurisdictions permitted individuals with only a high school
diploma to be licensed, requiring from three to thirteen years of practi-
cal experience to compensate for the five or six years of education gen-
erally required; only 14 required an NAAB-accredited degree. Of the
41 jurisdictions permitting non-NAAB-accredited degrees, all but four
require non-NAAB graduates to have at least four (in comparison to
three) years of experience, some even require seven years. All jurisdic-
tions but one require at least three years of experience for NAAB grad-
uates (NCARB, 1988c).

THE ARCHITECTURE INTERNSHIP

The Impetus for the Intern-Architect
Development Program

The experience component is central tu architecture. Until 70 years
ago, architecture was learned through apprentkeship, and the willing-
ness of many states today to accept experience as a substitute for edu-
cation shows how central the experience component still is. As formal
education programs arose, a movement to standardize the profession
began, and an accreditation board was started in 1920. In 1962, the
NCARB developed a uniform national examination, which ell states
adopted (NCARB, 1988b, 2).

In the mid-1970s, two investigations independently determined that
the third phase of training -the apprenticeshipalso needed standard-
ization. The American Institute of Architects (AIA), as the professional
association of architects, say, a gap in the preparation of competent
architects. both architecture schools and the architectural examination
were rigorous and relevant, but the (generally) three years of required
internship were all too often spent in unstructured ways doing menial
tasks. At the same time, the NCARB recognized the growing public
concern over the quality of training. given that licensed architects are
legally permitted to provide all architectural services, it is in the
public's interest fcr them to hae had a strong program of on-the-job
training (Rosenfeld, 1988).

These two forces converged to establish a set of initial training
objectives, which eolved into a rigorous collection of supervised
experiences that interns must undergo during their three years of on
the-job training. The standards, now known as IDP, were fixed in the
late 1970s, and in 1978 Mississippi became the first state to require
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IDP; it is now the training 3tandard in 30 jurisdictions and considered
acceptable in all of them. Eventually, the NCARB envisions nearly all
states adopting the IDP or something similar. At present, however,
participation in the program is entirely voluntary iRosenfeld, 1988;
Ba len, 1988. )

So far, it is estimated that i.?.000 to 10,000 architects have met IDP
standards in their internship, but since interns can meet IDP stan-
dards without telling the IDP office, it is impossible to keep precise
records. The 8,000 to 10,000 figure over the past ten years represents 8
to 10 percent of the architects who have sat for the examination, but
since there were only a few hundred IDP participants in the first
,everdi years, recent figures would be much higher (Ro3enfeld, 1988).
Today it is estimated that 35 to 40 percent of current interns are in
IDP-type programs (Ba len, 1988).

The internsh:p program has been one of the feu cooperative efforts
among ail levels of the profession, schools of architecture, professional
associations, and state accreditatior. boards were all involved in the
preliminary discussion and dev elopment of the program (Rosenfeld,
1988).

Objectives of the Intern-Architect
Development Program

Justification for the IDP is offered in the introduction to its book of
guidelines. "a comprehensive internship is essentia! in order to acquire
and reinforce the education, discipline, integrity, judgment, skills,
knowledge, and quest fnr learning that .nul,t serve the registered archi-
tect for a lifetime" (NCARB, 1987, !).

The objectives of the program are fourfold:

1. To provide high-quality information and advice.
2. To define and encourage activity in the areas in which

intern-architects (lAs) should develop basic knowledge and
skills, as well as to encourage activity in other parts of the
field.

3. To provide a undo* , Evstem for documenting and assessing
internships.

4. To increase access to supplementary educational opportuni-
ties.

That is, the program seeks to (1) inform and advise, (2) define the
knowledge base, thereby ensuring exposure to it, (3) document and
assess uniformly, and (4) provide educational access (NCARB, 1987, 1).
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The Advisory Structure of the Intern-Architect
Development Program

The IDP has a highly stn.ctured system of advisers and sponsors.
For each intern, the IDP theoretically demands participation by four
supervisory architects (NCARB, 1987, 1):

A professional sponsor: the IA's employer, exposes IA to prac-
tice, verifies IA's experience.
A professional adviser: a registered architect outside the
sponsor's firm; provides guidance, acknowledges IA's experi-
ence.
An educator-adviser: a registered architect on university
faculty; provides information and advice.
The state coordinator: an AIA/SRB state-appointed individual;
monitors and assists.

In practice, the educator-adviser oositi__. has proved problematic, since
architectural academicians are often removed from the world of prac-
ticing architects, the two most central characters are the professional
sponsor and the professional adviser (Balen, 1988).

The IA must talc:: the inititive for obtaining a professional sponsor
and adviser. The professional sponsor is essentially an employer who
is willing to hire the intern. The professional adviser is more of a
mentor, and NCARB has taken on some of the responsibility for
recruiting people to take on this role. It encourages architects to parti-
cipate in the program by appaaling to their historical sense of responsi-
bility for training apprentices. In the IDP sponsor/adviser guidelines,
for instance, the description of professional adviser begins:

As a professional adviser, you will play an important and traditional
role the is as old as architecture itself: the role of mentor. You
must be a positive and highly motivated architect who can contribute
to the overview that enables the IA to achieve a broad perspective of
the profession. You must challenge the IA to aspire to increasing lev-
els of knowladge, skill, and professionalism. Your special relation-
ship with the IA, unencumbered by the pressures and expectations
inherent to employment settings, permits a free exchange of ideas,
questions, and advice (NCARB, 1986).

Required Internship Training Categories

There are three acceptable methods of exposure to the IDP require-
ments: particirlion (actually doing), observation (watching a task L
done), and supplementary education (seminars or programs). The IA is
not permitted to use education as the exclusive means of gaining
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exposure to the required categories; the IA must spend at least 235
days working under a registered architect. Credit can be earned for
employment only if the IA works 35 hours per week for six consecutive
months or, if in an architecture firm, 10 weeks at 35 hours per week or
six months at 20 hours per weeki.e., substantial and continuous
experience (NCARB, 1987, 4).

The IDP identifies three required training categories: (A) design
and construction, (B) construction administration, and (,(1) office
management, as well as a fourth optional category, (D) related special
activities. Within each training category are up to nine training areas;
each intern must be exposed to each area. In the entire internship.
each IA must acquire 700 value units or VUs; one VU equals eight
hours of activity. Approximately two-thirds of the VUs-465, to be
specificmust be acquired to satisfy these distribution requirements.
The remaining 235 VUs may be met in any category, including D
(NCARB, 1987, 2-4).

The training areas and the number of VUs required in each are:

Category Adesign and construction (360):
programmingclient contact (10)
site and environmental analysis (10)
schematic design (15)
building cost analysis (10)
code research (10)
design development (40)
construction documents (155)
specifications and materials research (15)
documents checking and coordination (15)
additional VUs spent in any or all of the above areas (75)

Category Bconstruction administration (70):
bidding and contract negotiation (10)
construction phaseoffice (15)
construction phaseobservation (15)
additional VUs spent in any or all of the above areas (30)

Category Coffice management (35):
office procedures (15)
professional activities (10)
additional VUs spent in one or both of the above areas (10)

Category Drelated special activities (no minimum require-
immt):

energy conservation
computer application
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construction management
planning
interior design
landscape architecture
environmental engineering
structural engineering
applied research
teaching
historical restoration
professional delineation
others

Note that two areas, construction documents (155 VUs required)
and design development (40 VUs required), are considered much more
important than the others, and require the intern to devote at least 31
weeks and 8 weeks respectively to them; all other areas require a
minimum of 2 or 3 weeks of total work (NCARB, 1987,2-3).

Suggested Intern Activities

For each training area. the IDP trai.iing guidelines include a list of
suggested activities for interns. Fur design development, for instance,
the guidelines read:

Bas,d on the owner-approed schematic design, the architect fixes
and details, for the owner's further approval, the size and character
nf the entire project, including selection of materials and engineering
sygtems Possible Intern-Architect Activities:

a. Participate in the preparation of detailed development drawings
from schematic design documents

b. Assist in developing various schedules and outline specifications
for materials, finishes, fixed equipment, fixtures

c Help to coordinate engineering systems proposed for the project
d. Participate in design review and approval meetings with clients,

user groups, etc " (NCARB, 1987, 9).

Examples of other appropriate internship activities include: partic:
pating . . . in conferences with clients, in development and review of
design concepts, in public hearings, in the preparation of detailed
development drawings, in the resc*.tion of contract disputes; assist-
ing . . . with presentations, in preparing summary and evaluation of
data, in analyzing sites, in formulating strategies, in the analysis ar.z1
selection of engineering systems, in preparing cost estimates, in search-
ing and documenting codes, in cross-checking products and materials,
in develoOrg schedules, in prequalifying of bidders, in preparing and
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negotiating of construction contracts, in processing applications for
payment, in checking shop drawings, in evaluating requests for
changes, in developing publicity programs; visiting . . . existing projects,
job sites; researching . . . current literature, site restricticns, costs per
square foot, industry standards, 1er,1 responsibilities; and (mkulot-
ing . . . area and volume to determine A:c,sts, code requirement variables
(NCARB, 1987, 8-12).

Evaluation of the Internship

Verification of the internship cmres from four quarters: the intern
(recording), the sponsor (verifying), the adviser (acknowledging), and
the IDP board (checking), the main burden is on the intern and the
sponsor. The intern is required to maintain a continuous mord of
training and supplementary education in the form of a bar g:, ,h (see
the facsimile of the recording form in App. A). On this graph, the IA
records daily activities by filling in a square of the bar corresponding to
the appropriate IDP distribution area. The intern does not record the
specific activity performed to satisfy the distribution area, and no pro-
vision is made for more detailed record-keeping. Since the intern has
contact with the sponso, on a daily basis, it is assumed that the spon-
sor is aware oi the IA's activities. Monthly, the two go over the
intern's record, and if the intern has kept accuratk, track of his or her
activities, the sponsor signs it. Questionable information can be
cliecked against the firm's time sheets, which generally specify both the
nature of the actisay and the project to which it was connected; there
is no provision, however, for determining whether the work was satis-
factory. It is the intern's responsibility at these meetings to point out
areas in which he or she still lacks experience, and it is the sponsor's
responsibilit! ':o provide guidance about where to gain such experience
(Fowler, 1988, Balen, 1988).

The adviser's role in evaluation is more peripheral. He or she meets
with the intern every two months to discuss the intern's progress, and
three times each year, signs the intern's record if confident that it is
accurate (Fowbr, 1988). The IDP describes the expectations for a pro-
fessional adviser as follows:

1. to meet at least quarterly with each IA to review progress, to sug-
gest various profescional de,elopment opportunities, to acknowledge
the intern's quarterly ;now trimesterly) documentation of all intern-
ship activities, and to resrond creatively to the intern's other pro-
fessional needs .. . and 2. to meet periodically with the IA's sponsor,
if useful, to discuss tha intern's progress and opportunities for acquir-
ing new exposures and the advisability of assigning new responsibili-
ties (NCARB, 1986).
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The adviser r-ceives a copy of the IDP guide .es, and is invited to
attend state-organized meetings that introduce advisory system partici-
pants tc the IDP program (Fowler, 1988 ).

The final component o evaluation comes irom the IDP itself, which
examines the intern's record and ascemains whether it meets IDP
guidelines. This is primarily a function of counting boxes, however,
am although the IDP occasionally does call an intern's record into
question (if it claims, for instance, that the IA spent 80 hours per week
working), the evaluation is basically pro forma (Fowler, 1988).

The informality of the evaluation process in architecture is a conGe-
q.ience of three things: the historical status of architectural apprentice
ships, architects' self-interest in keeping the profession prestigious, alio
the fact that interns are paid ernpbyees. Because the apprenticeship
has historically been so central to architectural tiaining, architects are
used to having interns around their offices, and to teaching them the
ways of the profession. Consequently, the developers of tL IDP did
not feel it necessary to produce guidelines de ecribing how one goes
abou supervising an internship. In fact, throughout the IDP literature
the authors stress that this program is simply a codif;cation of what
good apprenticeship programs were doing already, not the imposition of
some new master plan. Secondly, it is in the self-interest of the archi-
tects involved to make the internship as rigorous as possible. The preb-
tige of the profession depends on the quality of its practitioners, and
the IDP represents an effective and efficient way of preparing high-
quality future architects. Finally, since the interus are paid employees
of their sponsors, there is no incentive to reward s1 oddy work or to
squander interns on .nanial tasks. Interns with no professional degree
and no experience ea:n about $7 per hour; with a degree and some
summer experience, an intern might earn $16,000 to $17,000 per year;
after three years of experience, an intern's salary is likely to be $21,000
to $24,000. Postreg;stration, a fie .aling architect earns in the low
$30,000s (Fowler, 1988).

Upon completion of the internship, the IA is eligible to sit for the
architectural examination. To do so under IDP stan,' rds, the IA must
erify educational experience (generally by asking the school to provide

a transcript), fulfillment of all requirements of the IDP guidelines (gen-
erally by submission of a signed form such as the IDP recordkeor ig
form), and character (by providing the names of three additional ani-
tects to serve as character references). The candidate's record is then
submitted to the local board, with an NCARB recommendation for
admis...ion to the examination if reciirements :tave been fulfilled; when
the IA passes the examination, he or she may be registered. Then, the
candidate's record can be considered for NCARB certification; NCARB

owinmotnal
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conducts a final review and, if all conditions have been met, certifies
the candidate. NCARB certification allows reciprocal certification with
other boards (NCARB, 1988a).
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MEDICINE

CONTEXT FOR THE MEDICAL LICENSURE PROCESS

Governance of Licensure

Medicine, like psychology, requires all practitioners to be licensed
but maintains two tiers of practitioners: those who are licensed, and
those who are further licensed by a particular specialty board. The
latter are known as "board certified." Licensun. is done by individual
states, but a degree of uniformity comes from American Medical Asso-
ciation (AMA) accreditation of graduate medical programs, and from
the national standardized examinations that are required for licensure
in every state. A certain number of physicians work as teachers,
researchers, or administrators without being licensed, but there are no
exempt classes of practitioners.

Although licensure is done by individual states, since the mid-1970s
all states have required one of two national standardized examinations.
Variations in state requirements are limited to differences in cut-off
scores Gil the examinations, technical requirements regarding reciprocal
licensure of individuals licensed prior to the development of standard-
ized examinations, and requirements for graduates of foreign medical
schools.

Somewhat over half of all medical school graduates choose to be
licensed further by one of the more than 30 medical specialty boards.
The five most popular areas for specialty licensure are internal medi-
cine, surgery, family medicine, pediatrics, and psychiatry (Crowley,
1986, 92). Board certification presumes state licensure as a prere-
quisite, but each of the specialty boards is independent and nationally
recognized. Individuals who are board certified in a specialty are
nationally recognized.

THE MEDICAL LICENFURE PROCESS

Common Features

Licensure as a physician is at least a four-part process. The candi-
date must first complete a four-year MD program at an accredited
medical school, which includes, in addition to coursework, a significant
amount of field experience. The candidate then takes one of two
examinations: the Federation of State Medical Boards' FLEX I
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exavination, or Part II of the National Board of Medical Examiners'
(NBME) three-part examination series. (Candidates who elect the
NEME route must take the NBME Part I upon completion of their
second year of medical school.) After passing the FLEX I or NBME
Part II, the candidate undergoes a one-year internship, and then takes
either Part HI of the NBME examination series or the FLEX II.

Thus, to be licensed in medicine, a candidate must have:

An MD degree from an accredited U.S. or Canadian medical
school (a "fifth pathway" of licensure exists for graduates of
foreign medical schools).
One year of postgraduate medical experience in an Accredita-
tion Council for Graduate Med.cal Education (ACGME)-
approved internship.
Passing scores on both parts of the FLEX sr all three parts of
the NBME examination (AMA, 1988).

Additional Requirements for Board Certification

Candidates seeking board certification then begin a two- to five-year
residency, for each medical specialty, a structured residency program is
prescribed by its regulatory board. Each specialty's regulatory board
sets its own standards for a postresidency examination, but most
include both an oral and a written component.

Thus, candidates who seek to be board certified in addition must
have:

A two- to :we-y ear postinternship residency in an ACGME-
approved rasidency program (certain subspecialties require even
more than five years).
Passing scores on the appropriate board-required written and
oral examinations (Crowley, 1986).

Requirements of the individual boards vary tremendously, both in
number of yeqrs of post medical school experience required and in
terms of specific experiences candidates are expected to have, bt,t a
certain central core of expectations is common, including both depth
and breadth of exposure, opportunities to both observe and practice,
and inclusion in a cohort of other interns.

i ! d
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THE MEDICAL INTERNSHIP

The Pregraduate Clinical Experience

All medical school students undergo something like student teaching
in a hospital setting where they observe practicing physicians and exer-
cise basic medical skills. According to the ACGME's Essentials of
Accredited Residencies in Graduate Medical Education,

During the undergraduate phase, students gain knowledge of the sci-
ences basic to medicine and learn to apply that knowledge to clinical
problems. Skills in collecting data are developed by interviewing and
examining patients and selecting and applying laboratory procedures
under the guidance and supervision of the faculty and residents. Stu-
dents learn to utilize these data to arrive at diagnostic hypotheses
and make therapeutic decisions. These basic skills are learned by
-ntations through a variety of clinical disciplines in both in-patient
and out-patient settings. Undergraduate medical students generally
do not participate in the care of individual patients for an extended
period of time (ACGME, n.d., 9).

The Initial One-Year Internship

After graduating from medical school and performing satisfactorily
on the factual part of one of the two nationally administered examina-
tions, all candidates are required to undertake a one-year internship in
a hospital or clinical setting. Since most doctors choose to become
board certified, this internship is generally part of a larger residency
program, and serves as a general introduction to medicine before the
candidate specializes Regardless of the length of the internship or
residency, however, a similar philosophy applips:

During the graduate phase, the knowledge and skills acquired in med-
ical school are expanded through the progressive assumption of per-
sonal responsibility for patient care in supervised, clinical, educe-
t.onal environments which provide opportunities to learn about the
variability of human beings in health and disease and about their
biological, emotional and social problems. As residents progressively
gain more knowledge and skill they are provided greater latitude to
make decisions and ,?at patients, but always under supervision
(ACGME, n.d., 9-10).

I
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Competition for Candidates and Programs

As in psychol_gy, medical residency programs compete for residents
and resick -sts compete for the programs. Programs produce glossy bro-
chures that U,_ _ribe their merits. "Our Family Practice Residency
Program thrives in the setting of a fully accredited, acute care, com-
munitx pital where family practice is regarded with the same esteem
as other specialty," boasts Saint Margaret Memorial Hospital in
Pittsburgh (Snint Margaret, 1988a, 4). The Cleveland Clinic
Foundation' Graduate Mediral Edi:cation Program brochure has sec-
tions describing A Firm Foundation for Professional Growth," "Excel-
lence in Patient Care," "Innovation through Research," "Sharing
Expertise through Education," and "ClevelandAn Engaging Environ-
ment" (Cleveland Clinic, 1988, 1-3, 42). Applicants ;", turn must sub-
mit transcripts, letters of reference, and autobiographical information
about their reasons for applying.

General Features of Residency Programs

Programs in each of the specialties vary significantly, but all follow
a basic schema moving from the general to the specific, and from the
supervised to the unsupervised. All seek to balance the resideu's
needs with those of the patient, and to help the resident recognize per-
sonal strengths and weaknesses. Psychiatry, for instance, demands
that residency programs, in addition to providing trainees with sys-
tematic instruction and subr.tantial experience in 17 specific areas,
offer them (Crowley, 1986, 80):

An appropriate and progressie degree of responsibility for the
care of patients
An adequate variety of patients
An appropriate amount of type and exderience in the treament
of inpatients
Optimal case load
Interdisciplinary conferences
Individual supervision
Electives.

Anesthesiology as a Model

Anesthesiology's structure is typical. one year of general exposure to
medicine, one or more years of general exposure tu ,he specialty arta,
and a final year of exposure to a specific am chosen by the candidate.
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An approved four year program in anesthesiology provides education,
training and experience in an atmosphere of mutual respect between
instructor and resident so that the resident will be stimulated and
prepared to apply his acquired knowledge and talents independent:y.
It is recognized that there are varying pathways to the development
of a consultant anesthesiologist and the following requirements
should be regarded as minimum stanckrds for its accomplishment.

G-1: a Clinical Base year that does not focus on anesthesia, but
rather on internal medicine, ob/gyn, neurology, surgery, family
practice or pediatrics
G-2 and G-3: two Clinical Anesthesia years focusing on crucial
aspects of anesthesia
G-4. a Specialized Year, designed by the resident and program
director

The teaching staff must be dedicated and diverse, and be willing to
devote significant time to supervising and training residents. Didactic
training should accompany clinical experience, and current research
should be made available as educational stimulation and to promote a
scholarly environment (Crowley, 1986, 18).

The burden for promoting an atmosphere for learning is shared
between the intern and the instructor, and the instructors are expected
to serve both as models of guod p-actice and sources of information.

Progressive Assumption of Responsibility

Progressive assumption of responsibility is a central principle of all
medical internships. In pediatrics, for instance, the guidelines state: "The
most important vehicle foi learning is the assumption of responsibility by
the resident for arriving at his/her own diagnostic impressions, for con-
sulting appropriate literature or other source material or persons, for
developing plans for diagnostic studies and for writing orders" (Crowley,
1986,63). In Yale University's Residency Training Program in Psychia-
try, the first year is spent in an internship-like experience in a general
bospittil. During the second and '--d years, the candidate begins to take
on ahort-term and long-term patients. The final year allows the advanced
resident to choose a subspecialty and practice essentially as an indepen-
dent psychiatrist (Yale University, n.d., 8-11).

Didactic Seminars in Medical Internships

Didactic instruction accompanies practical training, both philosophi
cally and logistically. . The psychiatry board guidelines state explicitly
that:
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The clinical responsibility must never be greater than that which is
optimal for educational purposes, ... the educational program must
include systematic instruction and clinical experience in all of the
gener:311y accepted diagnostic and therapeutic procedures.... Formal
educational activity shall haye a high priority in the allotment of the
resident's time and energies. The clinical responsibilities of residents
must not infringe unduly on didactic educational activities and for-
mal instruction (ACGME, 79).

Actual programs, psychiatric and otherwise, seem to heed this advice.
Saint Margaret Memorial Hospital's family medicine program offers
1,200 hours of coursework annually, on subjects from cardiology to
community medicine to radiology; residents are encouraged to partici-
pate in any number of these (Saint Margaret, 1988a, 13). Yale
University's Residency Training Program in Psychiatry offers weekly
electiN ts on topics from Substance Abuse Treatment, to Classic Papers
in the Psychology of Women, to Law and Psychiatry. Residents arc
encouraged to enroll in these seminars, and many of them are designed
specifically for them (Yale University, 1988, 3-8).

Exposing Candidates to the Ethos of the Profession

In addition to prosiding the resident with factual information, the
residency is a time to expose the candideie to the ethos of the profes-
sion. Psychiatry's accreditation requirements explain:

While residents cannot be expected to achieve in four years of train-
ing the highest possible expertise in all of the diagnostic and treat-
ment procedures used in psychiatry, those individuals who satisfac-
torily complete res,dency programs in psychiatry must be competent
to render effective professional care to patients. Furthermore, they
must have a keen awareness of their own strengths and limitations
and of the liecessity for continuing their own professional develop-
ment (ACGME, n.d., 78)

Ir; internal medicine, the ethos includes devotion to patient care,
eNui if this infringes on the resident's pris. ate life. The internal medi-
cine program guidelines state explicitly:

it is necessary that the reside, . staff have a keen sense of responsi-
bility for patient care. A resident's oUigation to patients is not
tiati.rnatically discharged at any given hour of the day or any particu-
lar day of the week. Duty hours and night and weekend call must be
sufficient to permit implementation of the concej of responsibility
for patients r nd to provide for adequate patient care ... Residency is
a full-time responsibility ... the residents' activity outside the educa-
tional program should nut be allowed to interfere with their perfor
mance in the educational process (ACGME, n.d., 37).
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Evaluation in Medical Internshi,)s

Faculty of residency programs are encouraged to develop a sys-
tematic and regular program of fair and objective assessment of
residents. Evaluation during the residency through an in-training
evaluatbn as well as other evaluation techniques is encouraged. The
ACGME, which accredits programs, requires only that there be a sys-
tem of evaluation, it does not look at the system's intricacies. Within
the various programs, however, structured evaluation procedures have
developed. Most feedback, of course, comes from the daily contact
between residents and preceptors, which is substantial, but all of the
programs we looked at also have semiformal J r formal evaluation pro-
cedures in place.

At saint Margaret Memorial Hospital' family medicine program,
preceptors are asked to ,te residents as "excellent," "good," "fair," or
"poor" in various subcategories of skiils, knowledge, and
attitude, overall performance. Under "skills" are "relationship with
patients," "physical diagnosis skills," ability to communicate,"
"patient management," "quality of written record," and "quality of
patient workup." U-ider "attitude,Cn. erall performance" are listed "reli-
ability, dependability," "ability tu work with others," "motivation," and
"general ability as a iesident." Residents are asked to ccmplete a simi-
lar form regarding thcir preceptor. The two then spend 10 to 15
minutes discussing the completed questionnaire, which is then placed
in the resident's file. The purpose of the evaluation is threefold: to
gui3e constructive criticism between residents and preceptors, to make
residents and preceptors more aware uf their responsibilities in clinical
teaching, and to improve clinical teaching aryl resident performance
(Saint Margaret, 1988b.)

In the State University of New Yor, Kings County Hospital
Center pediatncs department, first year residents are rated monthly on
a scale of one to foL r ("ne.ds Improvement" to "excellent") in ten
areas, including "general fund of medical knowledge," "ability to
integrate basic knowledge with clinical findings/ability to reason
analytically and critically," "active participation in attending rounds,"
and -active pursuit J indepel.dent learning (from consults, books, jour-
nals)." At the end of the form the evaluator is asked to answer "yes"
ur "nu" tu whether "this resident's performance (is] appropriate for
his:her nediatnc level of training. If not, why?" (State University,
n.d.).

After the internship complete, the resident is required to provide
dot umentatiQn uf satisfactory perfurniance, and then to pass an exami-
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na,..on in the specific discipline of the residency, usually both written
and oral. For instance, to be licensed i.. pediatrics, a candidate must
present evidence o.

Graduation from medi:ai school.
A license to practice medicine.
Completion of at least three years of hospital-based training in
general comprehensive pediatrics.
A sworn affidavit from program directors verifying clinical com-
petence; the director can recommend that the candidate not be
admitted to the examination, in which case the applicant must
complete an additional period of hospital-based training.
A rating from the program director on a nine-point scale; if 'he
scores are below three, the director must submit documentation
of the applicant's weaknesses; and the applicant, unless he or
she passes a screenir.g examination, must complete adcutional
training.
A passing score on the written examination: two four-hour
multiple-choice sections.
A passing score on the oral examination, after passing the writ-
ten examination.

If the candidate satisfies these requirements, the license to practice
pediatrics is granted.
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